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MfiYER LEAVES EOR ifi'AH
AFTER ANNOUNCING HE WOULD STAY, MEYER MOVES ON

Coach's unfinished
business is in Utah
By Erik Cassano
SPORTS REPORtER

Ben Swanger BG News

DISAPPOINTED: Bowling Green players Josh Harris, left, and Mitch Hewitt speak at a press conference yesterday regarding Urban Meyer's
resignation as the head coach of the Bowling Green football team. Meyer led the Falcons to two consecutive winning seasons, and a place
in the national rankings during his two years al Bowling Green.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
W.G. Grinders opens
today after delays

Troops capture
two oil tankers

After numerous delays, W.G.
Grinders sandwich shop will
open its doors today
l-ocated on Last VV'ooster

"This violent strike is being defeated. We
are breaking the blockade and are
exporting oil to the whole world."

Street across from Founders,
tlie eatery will provide unique
oven baked sandwiches and
competition for next door
neighbor Subway.

According to Tim Spider,
Franchise ownei and manager
of the new Grinders location,
he was already leasing the
building
Alackofelectncityduelo
the opening of UMarie's laundromat earlier in the semester,
forced the city to order transformers to provide the 200
amps necessary for operation.
A back order on stainless
sieel from the manufacturer
also contributed to the delay.
W G. Grinders, which has
stores in Wfesi Virginia, Ohio,
Indiana and Missouri, starteil
on the Ohio State University
campus eight years ago by student Mike Hellison.
Spider, a Bowling Green
native, decided to open W.G.
Grinders because he liked the
menu and is familial with the
Bowling Green market
Eventually, Spider anticipates opening .mother location
in Perrysburgorlindlay.

MEYER. PAGE 2

Bush visits Pa
PENNSYLVANIA WELCOMES

PRESIDENT BUSH

RAFAEL RAMIREZ
OIL MINISTER
By Alexandra Olson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CARACAS, Venezuela —
Heavily armed navy troops
seized two oil tankers from striken yesterday as deeply divided
Venezuelans took to the streets
to protest and to search for cash
and food as a strike aimed at
ousting President Hugo Chavez
expands.
Internationally
mediated
negotiations, which have produced few results, got a boost
with a new proposal for a constitutional amendment that would
allow elections early next year.
Some lawmakers on both sides
indicated the deal might work.
Oil Minister Rafael Ramirez
claimed the first oil tanker in
four days set sail at dawn yesterday, bound for the United States
with 350,000 banels of crude. If
true, it could indicate the government was making headway
in breaking the strike at the state

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
Hie four-day forecast is taken
from wcather.com

Lasi week. Urban Meyer said
he had "unfinished business" to
take care of as a coach. Most people in northwest Ohio thought he
meant at Bowling Green, and at
that point, he probably did.
But early yesterday, his unfinished business took a 1,500-mile
detour westward to Salt Like City,
where he accepted an offer to
become the head football coach
at the University of Utah.
The sudden departure and
reversal of sentiment by Meyer
was formally addressed yesterday
by Bowling Green Director of
Ail-Vtics Paul Krebs.
"1 believed him," Krebs said of
Meyer's comments last week. "I
took his comments at face value."
Krebg said he was shocked less
by Meyer's move than the timing
of his move.
"I'm not surprised that Coach
Meyer is leaving," he said. 1 to Is
an outstanding coach, 1 knew at
some point he would leave. I did
not think it would be this soon."
Krebs didn't delve much into
his own personal feelings or the
University's feelings on Meyer's
departure. I le wanted mainly to
take stock of the team. He said the
state of the program is the same,
with or without Meyer.
"The guys that won the games,
our football team, is still here," he
said. "We are a work in progress.

We are not dour, we Bie not finished. We were 8-3 and 9-3 lunder
Mcverl, but we have won no
championships, we have hung no
banners. We have nut reached our
goal."
Krebs said he FOR PLAYER
was in the locker REACTIONS SEE
room yesterday SPORTS ON
morning when PAGE 7.
Meyer told the FOR STUOENT
team of his deci- REACTIONS
sion. He said CHECKOUT
after the initial PEOPLE ON THE
shock, leaders STREET PAGE 4
began
to ~
emerge. After a
players-only meeting following
Meyer's statements, the players
decided to move ahead with the
scheduled team banquet Sunday.
"The players 1 spoke to are feeling pain and hurt and disappoint ment." he said "Hut they also
made it very clear to me what
they think this program needs.
They were very clear in the direction they want to see us go. and
they also were very emphatic
about the football banquet
Sunday."
Quarterback losh Harris said
among those to stand up and
speak were Cole Magner, Greg
Kupke and Jovon Burkes.
"lovon definitely had a very
powerful piece to say," Harris
said.

oil monopoly.
Most of the fleet ofVcnezuela's
oil industry — a key source of
U.S. fuel — is anchored to
protest Chavez's 4-year-old rule,
which opponents say has made
millions poorer and driven the
country toward communism.
The two tankers seized early
yesterday were the most visible
symbols of a 10-day-old general
strike that has crippled this
South American nation.
Navy troops climbed ropes
alongside the tankers Pilin Leon
and Yavire. held their crews at
gunpoint and arrested the captains. They brought new captains for both vessels, but it was
unclear whether the crews
would obey them.
"Two of (the navy troops)
were carrying machine guns —
inside a tanker carrying natural
gas." Yavire machine chief Cesar
TANKERS, PAGE 2

Ion loll AP Photo

PRESIDENTIAL VISIT: President Bush speaks to a group of supporters Oct. 22, 2002, in
Downingtown, Pa., as he campaigns for various Pennsylvania Republicans running for office.
Bush, charting a political roadmap for 2004, is to visit Pennsylvania for the 17th time today.
By Lara lakes Jordan
1HE ASSOCIAUD PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush, charting a political
roadmap for 2004, is visiting
Pennsylvania for the 17th time
Thursday — the most trips to
any state since he took office
two years ago.
Bush's visits have been
almost
exclusively
to

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
and their suburbs, two areas
where he could pick up enough
support to overcome the
200,000-vote deficit that cost
him the state in 2000.
"A bunch of things come into
play in determining a president's schedule, and it's certainly fair to say that political considerations are one," said

BUSH PAGE 2
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Charlie Black, a Republican
consultant who served as
senior adviser to former
Presidents Reagan and Bush,
and who informally advises the
current Bush administration.
The White House did not
have an immediate comment
With 21 electoral votes.
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Protests continue
TANKIRS, FROM PAGE 1

Franco lold Union Radio. "We
were afraid Iheyd gel a shol off."
Lawyer Gonzalo Himiob, who
represents (he captains of the
seized tankers, called the navy
action "piracy and confiscation"
and said the crews would refuse
to work under new captains.
Captains on two other
anchored tankers said navy officers were on board and were trying to persuade them to deliver
their cargoes. Capt. Roberto
Sanchez, aboard the Insiarte, told
The Associated Press the talks
were "cordial."
In Vienna, the secretary-general of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Venezuelan Atvaro Silva. warned
that the crisis is "worrying and is
affecting the market in general."
The International Energy Agency
estimated Venezuela's oil production has fallen from up to 3 million barrels a day to only 1 million.
Ramirez, the oil minister, said
oil exports were beginning again
with the shipment to the United
States. Four other tankers were
soon expected to sail for the
Bahamas and ihe United States.
"This violent strike is being
defeated," Ramirez said. "We are
breaking the blockade and arc
exporting oil to [he whole world."
The federal lax agency reported imports have fallen 30 percent
since the strike began.
Raucous demonstrations continued on the streets by both foes
and followers of the president.
The opposition, which launched
the strike to demand a nonbinding referendum on Chavez's rule,

LMKeMarochAPPlKio

REJOICE: Captain Cesar Vicente, middle, of the "Moruy" oil tanker
holds his hands up with his crew for the media in Maracaibo Lake
in western Venezuela.
now wants general elections soon
— which Chavez has said the
constitution prohibits.
"We want Chavez to fall, nothing less," said 71-year-old opposition protester Selina Palaver.
Cesar Gaviria. the Organization
of American States secretary general who has been leading negotiations, indicated Tuesday they
had stalled.
But on Wednesday, lawmakers
on both sides of the crisis spoke
favorably about a proposal that
would form a commission in
Congress to draft a constitutional
amendment allowing early elections.
The proposal would give the
commission three days to come
up with such an amendment,

Come sign up today!

according to Rafael Jimenez, the
vice president of Congress and a
Chavez supporter. Anti-Chavez
lawmaker Felipe Mujica said ihe
opposition "is not opposed to
considering" the plan.
With food and cash becoming
scarce, thousands of people
packed a government-organized
street markel offering cut-rate
prices along several blocks of a
main boulevard Wednesday. A
band tried to rally Christmas spirit with gaita music traditionally
played during the holidays.
"Everything in the supermarkets is old, and it's running out,"
said Leonilda N1ill.ui de Menezer,
54, standing in line for vegetables
and wearing a sun hat reading
"Chavez."

UNITS GOING FAST!

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
• Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
• Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
• Close to campus!

Pennsylvania is tied with Illinois
for the nation's fifth-largest political prize. It is a key battleground
state that, until 2000, had been
won by every successful presidential candidate since 1972.
Pennsylvania is at the top of a
list of industrial states in the
Northeast and the Midwest that
Bush will need to easily win reelection in 2004. The Keystone
State, along with Ohio, West
Virginia and Michigan, have
been identified as "special concerns" for 2004 by Karl Rove,
Bush's senior political adviser.
"Everyone knows that inside
the White House, there's a map
of Iraq and there's an electoral

EST at a downtown Philadelphia
hotel. The event will mark Bush's
eighth trip to metropolitan
Philadelphia. He has visited the
Pittsburgh area five times.
In 2000, Bush won all but !8of
Pennsylvania's 67 counties. But
he lost the crucial swing suburbs
around Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh — except for Chester
County
in
southeastern
Pennsylvania. Twelve of his 17
trips have been to those areas.
"You could certainly say there
are more swing votes in those
two markets together than in the
rest of the state," Black said, "but
some other things do some Into
play" — including airport accessibility for Air Force One and
media coverage..

Desire to keep continuity as search
for new head football coach begins
philosophies Meyer did.
"Our phones have been busy,"
he said. "There is a lot of interest
in this job. Time is of the essence
right now. We are in the middle
of our biggest recruiting weekend of the year."
Krebs said there has been
internal interest in the job. Both
defensive coordinator Tim
Beckman and offensive coordinator Gregg Brandon expressed
interest to Krebs about the job.
He said he was unsure how
many members of Meyer's staff
would follow him to Utah.
"We are going to lose some
valuable coaches," he said, "I
met with the staff, and there's still

MEYER, FROM PAGE 1

While the players try to maintain the status quo without a figurehead in place, Krebs and his
staff have begun in earnest to
search for a new coach. It is
something Krebs has become
well-versed in. In the past 24
months, he has lost or dismissed
two football coaches, a hockey
coach and two basketball coaches, though Dan Dakich came
back several days after his resignation.
Krebs expressed a desire to
keep continuity in the program,
to find a coach who bring; much
the same energy and coaching

some question as to who will
stay."
Krebs said he extended an
offer to an unidentified assistant
coach to stay on, with a guarantee of a spot on the new coaching staff.
Krebs has not identified any
outside interest in the job as of
yet. He said he was going to
make calls to potential recruits
yesterday evening to assure
them that the program is still stable.
"We are leaderless right now,
but our heart and soul is our
players," he said.
Meyer will be introduced
today as Utah's head coach.

University Dining Services
Fall 2002 Closing Hours
Dining Centers & Restaurants

Burrwood Estates. Ltd.
• 3 & 4 bedroom, 2 bath houses
with 1 & 2 car garages
• fireplaces, washer/dryer, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, & A/C

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

Greenbriar, Inc.

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)

map of the United States. And
they spend half of their time
looking at one, and half looking
at the other," said Donna Brazile,
who was Democratic Vice
President Al Gore's national
campaign manager in 2000.
"There's no question that they
want to break the Democratic
stronghold on Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Michigan. They need a
Northeast, industrial state and
Pennsylvania must be the chosen child."
Black agreed.
"If you can get a majority of
those large states, you're going to
win," he said.
Bush is scheduled to talk
about his domestic agenda —
specifically, on faith-based initiatives — shortly before 1 pm.

BUSH. FROM PAGE 1

FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING

Hours:

Bush's trips to Pennsylvania
could be roadmap for 2004

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Commons Dining Center
Founders Keepers Food Court
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center

Closed 7:00 pm, Thurs.,
Closed 2:00 pm, Friday.
Closed 7:00 pm, Friday,
Closed 2:00 pm, Friday,

Dec. 19
Dec. 20
Dec. 20
Dec, 20

Snack Bars &■ Convenience Stores
Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar
Chily's Express
Galley

GT Deli
GT Express
Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closed Midnight, Wed., Dec. \S
Closed 5:00 pm, Friday, Dec. 20
Closed 2:00 pm. Wed., Dec. \S
Closed 11:00 pm, Mon., Dec. 16
Closed 5:00 pm, Friday, Dec. 20
Closed Midnight, Wed., Dec. \8

Restaurants
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.wcnetorj^-gbrental

Towers Inn Restaurant
Silver River Cafe

Closed 7:00 pm, Thurs., Dec. 12
Closed 8:30 pm, Friday, Dec. 13

BGSU
DINING SfPVICES

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Spring 2003 Semester:

FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING SPECIAL
$75.00off Deposit per person
offer expires December 20, 2002

—

Web Staff
Reporters
Copy Editors
Staff Editors
Opinion Columnist
Photographers
Graphic Designers

BG

' Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.
• Deadline to apply is 5 pm Friday, Dec. 13.
• Interviews will be starting on Monday, Dec. 16.

+*

O

East Merry Avenue Apartments
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Field Manor Apartments
(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

4-«

Frazee Avenue Apartments
(818 Thurstin, 624, 670, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

O
0)

Close to Campus!

O
Hours:

Contact Chuck Soder
scharle@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)

GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419) 352-0717

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

get a life

Court to decide on
freedom of speech

The calendar of events is taken from
hitn-llavan bgsu.edu
hltpV/events.

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Warnings: an Exhibit by Lisa Link
Willard Wankelman Gallery

UAO Tye-Dyed Shirts and Jewelry
Sale
Education steps

10 a.m. -1 p.m.
LDSSA Information Table
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Holiday Raffle
Phi Beta Sigma will be selling rattle tickets.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
This is an opportunity to see work
by some ot the finest artists in the
region. The exhibition presents
work in a wide range of media by
current faculty and staff members
of the School of Art
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Wake Up Little Susie- Pregnancy
and Power before Roe vs. Wade
A three-dimensional mixed-media
collaborative installation by artists
Cathleen Meadows. Kay Obering
and Kathy Hufton on the theme of
pregnancy and race between 1945
and 1965.
Willard Wanketman Gallery

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Kappa Delta Information Table
Kappa Delta sorority will be giving
out information about their Holiday
Open House and hot chocolate.
Education steps
10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Raffle Tickets for fundraiser
(work auction)
Sponsored by CRU.
Union Lobby
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
ACS 250 Expo
American Culture Studies 250 students will have an expo to showcase their activist projects.
130 Union

6 p.m.
Dissertation Writing Group for
Women
An interdisciplinary group open to
any woman in the writing process
of her program, whether at the preliminary/ comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/thesis
stage. Please feel free to join us
any Thursday to see if this group
works for you
The Women's Center, 107 Manna
Hall
7 p.m.
Reading and book signing
University alumni (1998) Philana
Marie Boles, author of Blame It on
Eve (Random House/Ballantine
Books). Formerly of Spike Lee's 40
Acres and a Mule Filmworks and of
Glamour magazine, University
alum returns for a reading and
book signing of her recently
released novel. Blame it on Eve
(Random House/Ballantine Books).
A thespian. Philana Received her
BFA in Creative Writing with a
minor in theater from University in
1998.
Prout Chapel

THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST HERE...THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST
HERE...THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST HERE! !!
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By Emily Winter

Amendment rights.

would have negative conse-

THE DAIII CARDINAL

If the court ink's in favor of
Carter, administration at colleges and universities in the
three states will have censorship
rights on all school sponsored
student activities, said Mark
Goodman, executive director of
the Student Press law Center.
"|A ruling in favor of Carter)
would say any school-sponsored activity thai involves free
expression on campus student media included — could
be reviewed by school officials
before public ation," he said.
Robert Dreschel. a University
of Wisconsin-Madison professor of journalism, said he thinks
a ruling allowing university
administration
censorship

quencc*,

MADISON, Wis. - Freedom of
speech may be limited at colleges and universities in
Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana
if a court rules against three
Illinois student journalists.
Hosry v. Carter, will be heard
by the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals )an. 7.
The case originated in fall
2000 when the Dean of Students
Patricia Carter at Governor's
State University in University
Park, III., canceled further publication of the school's student
newspaper until students agree
to let administration review its
content. In response, three students sued the university for
infringing on their First

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Dec. 10. 2002:
A student in Hatshman/Dunbar
was transported by police to the
Wood County Hospital with a broken
arm
Stephanie Sokol of Bowling Green
was backing improperly from a parking space and struck the vehicle of
Lindsay Greene. Bowling Green,
which was parked illegally in Lot N.

AXii

William Beers, Holly. Michigan,
backed his truck from a parking
space and struck the vehicle ol
Kimberly Strait. Elyria, Ohio in Lot 7.
Complainant reported his bookbag was taken Itom the Bookstore in
the Union.
Two street signs were found in the
Delta Tau Delta House They were
recovered by a University Police

Officer and will be brought back to
the Police Department
A University police otticer escorted
William Bibb into Rodgers Hall so
that he could remove his personal
belongings. Bibb was advised that
he was not allowed back into
Rodgers Hall or he would be arrested
lor cnminal trespassing.

AXJi

Goo

U-HAUL

our

Truck & Trailer Rentals at
Smith Machine & Welding

Breakfast
only

520 S. Maple
Bowling Green, OH
In Town Location

$2.50
rt©D-*#t
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2sausages
2 pancakes or toast, and
hometnes or cotfee
Show BGSU ID and
receive 25% OFF any
breakfast special

"llie really bothersome part
is thai if that's what the court
were to decide, then cleariy.
legally speaking, that authority
would be there and I think that
would be devastating^ bad."
Dreschel said.
Despite possible implications
in Wisconsin. Dreschel said he
thinks censorship is unlikely to
be an issue at UW-Madison.
Since the courts have ruled in
favor of First Amendment rights
for college students in the past.
Goodman said he thinks a mlIng in favor of Carter would be
unusual.
A ruling on this case is expected sometime next summer.

We will miss voul

•Rebate Given
on Early Reservations'
(3 Weeks)

your AXii sisters
1021 S Main St '352-0123

nxv

nxv

nxv

Phone (419) 352-5202 for Details

nxv

TAKE A
STUDY BREAK!
v

8f
Open Till 4:00 A.M. Thurs-Sat
Located across from Uptown/Downtown on North Main

■FREE Cheese Cone;
^x-J^i or FREE Three Way
KyilOfc

| (with a purchase of equal or great;
expires
12/31/02
H

149 N. Main !
(4iyj 5 JQ~ I I CD

i

|

vis". Offer valkJ only at Skyline Chili at 149 N
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OPINION

'Two, four, six, eight, pay me more to
gyrate!"
Members of Ihe EXOTIC DANCERS UNION, picketing San Francisco's Lusty
Lady, the nation's only unionized peep show, for increased wages.

Overcoming stressful time of the year
With fi rials, end of the
iemester projects and
Ihe holidays coming
up, this is a very stressful time of
year. It may seem overwhelming
at times, but don't give up. You'll
make it.
This is probably the most
stressful time of the semester.
Dropping out of school might
seem like a good idea, but it's
not. This stressful time will be
over soon. A college education is

irivii ■ i
JI J

a valuable thing which will get
you far in life. Don't give it up.
Finals week is just thai — a
week. Before you know it, it will
be Winter Break and you will
have three weeks to relax and
not think about school.
There are many ways to deal
with finals. Spread out your
studying so you don't have to do
it all at once. Take breaks. Use
study guides (if your professor
hands one out). If you're having

trouble knowing what to study,
meet with your professors. That
is what they are there for. Get
enough sleep and eat healthy.
And start studying now. Don't
leave all your studying for the
night before.
If you are stressed out about
the holidays — don't be.
Holidays are meant to bring you
joy, so if they're not you are
doing something wrong. If
Christmas shopping is some-

thing you're dreading then don't
do it. Find other ways of showing your loved ones that you
care. If you're not looking forward to being home for three
weeks just look at the vacation
as a time to relax. If you're sad
because you don't have a significant other to share the holidays
with, look at this way: one less
present to buy.
If you're stressed out in general, there are many things you

there is something that you can
do to lift your spirits, then do it.
lust don't give up. This season is
temporary.
If you think that your problems are not temporary and that
they are very serious, then seek
professional help.
If nothing else works to make
you feel better, just take comfort
in knowing that you're not the
only one going through this
stressful time of year.

IS TO TIIK KPIT0R. PEOPLE Realizing that you

to full legalization.
Debators
needs to find
middle ground STAND sets
This is in response to your artiout to make a
cle titled "The Greatest Debate:
Meads vs. Feds."
real difference
Thanks for the informative artiMARK LEHRER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT

cle. It is refreshing to see honest
debate on this topic.
The main problems to finding
a reasonable middle ground
actually have little to do with
marijuana itself The problem is
that governments at every level
are addicted to the drug money,
whether you look at it from how
the feds spend our tax money to
how local police departments pay
for their equipment with drug
seizures.
Because of this, they start with
the assumption that we need to
continue the war, and they use
any means to justify this end.
However, the simple fact is that
arrests, prison, and a permanent
record are too harsh a punishment for any personal use of
marijuana.
I only hope that our country
follows Canada's lead and
decriminalizes personal use, and
especially allowing people to
grow their own supply. This step
will allow the government to
slowly wean itself from drug
money instead of making a leap

hiU

Martin Luther King )r. once
said, "Our lives begin to end the
day we are silent about the things
that matter." Using these as words
of wisdom, on Nov. 19, Vision
members chose not to be silent.
After having their office viciously
vandalized, they believed that
now more than ever, was not the
time to silenUy and complacently
accept these everyday acts of hale
on this campus. So the evening of
Nov. 19 Vision members met with
230 other concerned individuals
to discuss their concerns in
regards to the climate for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and
otherwise queer individuals.
That night, Bowling Green State
University experienced something historical and revolutionary
for the future growth and development of the campus community. Never before had so many
passionate students, faculty, staff
and administrators joined together and began dialogue for creating
a safe and supportive environmen'. for the lives of GLBT indi-

MY FAMLY M GONE
TOTHK SCHOX FDR
FIVE GENE-WION*..."

viduals. Truly, this was an indication that BGSU is committed to
making this campus "the premier
learning community in Ohio, and
one of the best in the nation."
As a result of the beginning dialogue that evening, many people
were still left with the energy and
desire to continue to work toward
equity for all queer individuals in
the BGSU community. From
those interested folks, a new coalition has been formed called
Coalition STAND, Solutions for
Tolerance and NonDiscrimination. The charge of this
group is to help create an environment of inclusion, safety and
equity for gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender individuals. They
will be addressing issues which
affect everyone, including the gay
cafeteria worker, the transgender
custodian or the lesbian administrator.
Meetings for Coalition STAND
will begin in lanuary and will be
open to anyone who is a part of
the campus community. If anyone is interested in being a part of
the group, please contact STAND
at standbgsu@yahoo.com or 419372-0587. Thank you for your
interest and compassion in helping to make this campus supporting and respectful of all individuals.
JASON JUSTICE
STUDENT

ON THE STREET
What do you think
about that SOB
Urban Meyer?

JUSTIN FAHNCKE
SOPHOMORE
SOCIAL STUDIES

"What's a Ute?
And what's so great
about Utah?"

|

*

#

NORBERTMARQUEZ
SOPHOMORE
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"Well apparently the guy
has a problem with
loyalty...I hear in Utah
you can have more than
one wife."

'LIKE, W MOM HAYS
TENNIS WITH A BOARD
MEMBER'S WIFE K THE
COUNTRY CUE..."

Gf&Txt&
WDW JICT DONATED
THE W TO BUILD ,
A NEW 6TORI5 CENTER:.

"Unless he got a job for
like $900,000 a year,
I think it is BS that
he left."

'I WAS ACCEPTED AS
PART OF THE POOL'S,
DIVERSITY INmATlVrJ
CASOM PETER

SENIOR
GENERAL BUSINESS
"He could have at least
gone somewhere with a
good team."
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Do you agree with all of this? We
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response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
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Letters to the Editor and Guests
Columns are printed as space on the
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attacks and anonymous submissions
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Email submissions as an attachment to bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest CcJumn."Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject lo review for length and clarity before printing.

are finally an adult
CURT
HARRIS
Opinion Columnist

BRYAN ROSINO
SENIOR, IPC

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

can do Exercising is a key way to
relieve stress and depression.
You can also talk to someone at
the Wellness Connection. Other
ways to relieve stress are spending time with friends and doing
things you enjoy. Punching a pillow and screaming have been
known to work as well.
This is suppose to be "the
most wonderful time of the
year." Don't let school or anything else bring you down. If

I came to the realization that
I'm finally growing up. One
of the many indicators that I'm
getting old is that I didn't say
"Duuuude. I'm friggin' old." It's
six and a half years since I
graduated high school and
while I have yet to get a degree,
I in still working at it. lust so
you know I'm not planning on
being a career student, I've
changed majors five times, and
my parents only paid for four
years, past that I'm paying for
school on my own, no financial
aid, no scholarships. On the
bright side, with all the money
I've given to the University they
should be naming a building
after me.
Despite being held back I
find myself feeling more aged.
Maturity is not sitting well with
me. For example, I've finally
come to the time of life where
all my friends are either married or engaged. I suppose
technically I don't have any
friends. I mean I have friends,
it's not like it was in junior high.
It's just now a days, all my
friends are joint custody shared
with my fiancee. 1 feel like such
a slacker as I'm only betrothed
and my entire circle of friends
either are married, bought a
house, have kids or some combination of the above.
I don't party like I used to. So
fewer hangovers, but it's sad to
say I don't recall the last time I
was at a party where someone
was so drunk I could convince
them the Hamburgler stole
their pants.
On the plus side of growing
up, humor becomes easier, lust
mention 80's music, Voltron or
Darkwing Duck and the rest
writes itself. Also you appreciate things you couldn't have
when you were younger. For
example, former teen queen
Tiffany posing in Playboy.
When she was popular, I knew
I wanted to see her naked but I
was too young to know why.
Now that I'm older and more
mature, I know why. like wine
and cheese, Tiffany has aged
well.
I've also gone through the
big life altering changes that we
all must go through eventually.
Not puberty, but where you

finally decide it's time to start
looking adult, like it or not. So
you get the adult hair cut. For
me that meant going from a
shoulder length rebel pony tail,
to just below the ear, vaguely
resembling the hairstyle of
Olympic Skater Apollo Anton
Ohno. To some people it
wouldn't be a big deal, but I
was uneasy, as my hair hadn't
been that short since I was a
freshman in high school.
Which, of course, made me feel
that much older as that was a
decade ago.
Next comes the wardrobe
update. I find myself wearing
shirts to work with collars and
non-flannel. I feel like such a
sell out to all my high-school
ethics, which were more or less
"If anyone else would wear this
... ever... then I can't wear it."
But I have taken the whole
thing seriously. I bought a few
button up shirts, none of
which arc Hawaiian print,
pants that aren't jeans and
have less then 6 pockets and
even brown shoes. You know
you're a "grown-up" if you own
brown shoes.
Over all, I think the change
of wardrobe is a good thing, as
the last deliberate complete
overhaul to my wardrobe was
in seventh grade when I
switched from jeans to wearing
nothing but MC Hammer
pants. Monday though Friday
was all Hammer pants. Mainly
because this prevented me
from having to change clothes
for gym class and getting beat
up in the locker room. Actually
1 did have another major
wardrobe change in high
school when I stopped wearing
1 lammer pants so I wouldn't
gel beat up.
The point of my article is to
say this: Thank You MC
Hammer, for being a passing
fad that just so happened to
coincide with my junior high
school years when I had to
change clothes for gym class.
You saved me from countless
wedgies and wet willies, when
you said "Please Hammer,
don't hurt them." I know what
you really meant. 1 know you're
bankrupt, but you made a difference in my life and in the
end, isn't that what you really
wanted to do? Make a difference in peoples lives? I know I
can't touch this, but you
touched my life.
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OHIO'S SUPREME COURT SCHOOL FUNDING RULING

www.bgnews.com/nation

In a 4-3 vote, the Ohio Supreme Court ruled yesterday
that Ohio's system of paying for education for Ohio's
1.8 million school children was unconstitutional.
The ruling marks the end of the Supreme Court's
involvement in the DeRoIph vs. The State. It throws
out a September 2001 decision in which a different 4-3
majority said the system would be constitutional.

NATION

Inspiration for 'Elf, closing its doors
By Eric Kidier
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — Cook County
Hospital, the sprawling institution that inspired TV's "ER" and
provided first-class care under
Third World conditions for much
of the last century, is shutting its
doors.
At 7 am. Thursday, patients
will start moving from the old
building into a sleek new one
nearby. While the distance
between the two can be measured in yards, the difference is
immeasurable.
"IVe been waiting for this since
the day 1 arrived." said Dr. lohn
Banett, director of trauma services, waving at his pristine new
trauma unit. "This is as good as it
gets"
Dr. David Soglin pointed at an
elevator in the new building and
said: "You can actually push a
button and go where you want,
which is an incredible experience
for us at County."
The public hospital has provided care to everyone, regardless of
their ability to pay, since 1914.
The centerpiece was a trauma
unit — the nation's first — with a
training program that attracted
doctors from around the world.
Ask any Cliicago cop where
they'd want to be taken if shot
and the answer will invariably be
"County." In fact. 98 percent of
patients who arrive alive at the
trauma center survive.

"ER" was set at County General
by its Chicago-bom creator,
Michael Crichton. who was a student at Harvard Medical School.
The show debuted in September
1994 opposite another hour-long
medical drama, "Chicago Hope,"
set in a ritzier hospital.
Although County's trauma
center helped inspire "ER," the
show is not shot at the hospital
and takes frequent liberties with
Chicago geography. Television
doctors often step outside for a
break and are shown on the city's
lakefront. miles away from the
real hospital on the West Side.
Still, the show's producers
interviewed the staff about the
trauma center, Barrett said. "They
get the medicine part right. 1
actually still watch it."
While many doctors and staff
members admit to a sense of nostalgia for the old building, it's the
kind of nostalgia World War I veterans might muster for trench
warfare.
With its intermittendy operating elevators, funky smells, shortage of bathrooms, lack of sunlight, vast distances between
wards and other nuisances, the
building was declared too
decrepit for modem surgery by
the American College of
Surgeons in the 1930s.
Yet its doctors pioneered the
trauma center and the blood
bank and made internationally
recognized advances in prenatal

care.
"I think we'll all miss that building at some ridiculous emotional
level," said Soglin, the chairman
of pediatrics. "There is a perverse
pride in working under these
conditions."
Not that he'd rather stay.
"The moment we move in, the
quality of care is going to
improve," he said last week while
walking through one of the sunlit
hallways in the new pediatrics
ward.
lohn H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of
Cook County, as the new building
is called, is a half-billion dollar
investment in public health care
at a time when cities around the
country are closing public hospitals or cutting back services. It,
too, will offer care to all county
residents, regardless of their ability to pay.
Doctors say the new hospital
will improve their efficiency,
morale and ability to take care of
patients. More important, they
say, is the effect the surroundings
will have on patients.
In the old hospital, patients
slept in open wards with little privacy, no telephones, no televisions. They walked to shared
bathrooms. Nurses were as far as
a block away and there was no
quick way to page one. Mbmen
gave birth in an open ward, separated from others in labor only by
curtains.
In the new hospital, all rooms

Ted Warren AP Photo

HOSPITALITY: Birds fly around the Cook County Hospital in Chicago. An entirely new hall-billion- dollar
hospital building, built directly behind the old hospital, is scheduled to start serving patients today.
are private or scmiprivate, with
bathrooms, televisions and telephones. There are private labordelivery-recovery rooms with
reclining chairs for visitors.
"Something as basic as this
chair is saving 'Family, come and
share this," said Dr. Elwyn
Grimes, chairman of obstetrics
and gynecology.
Crimes and Soglin are happy
that pediatrics and obstetrics

now share a floor, along with the
neonatal and pediatrics intensive
care units.
"Now, every sick newborn has
to go up an elevator, across a
bridge and down an elevator" to
be brought to the ICU, Soglin
said. "It's a five- or 10-minute
walk. Here, labor and delivery are
next to neonatology. If for no
other reason than that, care will
improve."

Dr. Quentin Young, who fought
many battles with the county as
the hospital's chairman of medicine from 1972 to 1981, said the
new hospital is a marvelous commitment to health care for the
poor.
"A brand new, state-of-the-art
public hospital — that just isn't
happening in this country," he
said. "It's extraordinary."

Daughter starves as result of parents' abuse
By Susan Parrot
THE ASSOCmttD PRESS

DALLAS — A 12-year-old girl
whose starving sister was locked
in a filthy closet testified
Wednesday that both parents
were to blame for the abuse, contradicting her stepfather's claim
that he also was a victim.
The girl spoke in the first day of

the punishment phase of the trial
of Kenneth Atkinson, who was
convicted Tuesday of causing
serious bodily injury to a child. A
jury sentenced his ex-wife, the
girl's mother, to life in prison in
January.
The defense has described
Atkinson as weak and easily
intimidated by the mother,

If you sleep In a cold room, ^
you are more-"1"*1" *"

Barbara Atkinson, but the 12year-old told jurors her stepfather
could become angry and once
held her mother in a choke hold.
She said both parents locked
her sister away almost every day
and night for years and told the
other children not to tell anyone.
Police rescued the girl in June
2001 after Kenneth Atkinson told

a neighbor about her. The girl,
now 9, weighed only 25 pounds
and would have died without
treatment, prosecutors said.
Other witnesses said Kenneth
Atkinson was an active participant in the abuse, including a 7year-old neighbor who testified
that she heard the girl call from
the closet. She testified that the
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stepfather threatened to spank
her with a paddle when she told
him the girl needed to come out
to use the restroom.
Defense attorneys hope to
convince jurors that Kenneth
Atkinson suffered depression,
had a dependent personality and
avoided humiliation and criticism at all costs. They have
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Congratulates the
New Initiates for Fall 2002
Beth Anderson
Alvsa Boswell
Jtnn Broun
Nicole Falk
Kate Freedman
\mv Hansel)
Erica Johnson
JennaKocin
Cindy Krieg
Jenny Kundtz
Anna 0'Connell
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Date: Finals Week
Management Inc.
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Subject: Exams 101

1. What increases concentration and
mental activity?

Massage T'herapy
2. What reduces anxiety & mental stress?
Management Inc.
Willow House Apt. 830 4ih Si
I Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garhagc Disposal
Call 353-5800

Massage T'herapy
Final Answer....Massage T'derapy
'Show your BGSU Student ID & get an exam
week massage for only $30.

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
http://www.meccabg.coni

Call today to make your appointment.

(419)353-4757
1616 E. Wooster, Suite 15, Bowling Green
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argued that Barbara Atkinson
orchestrated the abuse.
The girl has been adopted by
another couple. She is thriving
but has problems from muscle
atrophy and needs continued
therapy, doctors say.
The stepfather still faces a
charge of sexual assaulting a
child.
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Shannon Paces
Emily Palm
Ashley Roberts
Beccy Roberts
Stephanie Rybalt
Julie Shockey
Sam Stanford
Laura Sutton
Lisa Urzykowski
Allison Wegman
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U.S. HISTORIAN SENTENCED ON ABUSE CHARGES

BUCHAREST, Romania (AP) —A court found an
American historian guilty of sexual perversion and
sexual abuse of minors yesterday and sentenced him
to the maximum seven years in prison. Kurt W.
Treptow. of Miami Beach, Fla., was prosecuted after he
allegedly invited two girls, aged 10 and 13, into his
home in Iasi, a citv 200 miles northeast of Bucharest.

WORLD

UNICEF says children need a voice
By Iraci Cart
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEXICO CITY — Children
should have more of a voice in
deciding how lo resolve the problems thai affecl them, the II.N.
Children's Fund said in a report
yesterday.
UNICEF presented its 2003
State of the World's Children
report with an invitation to young
people from across IxilinAiiH-i iui
to share their views on topics
including education, violence,
health and the environment
Gabriela Azurduy, 13, of
Bolivia, urged officials to listen to
the children of the world and lake1
their requests seriously.
"We arc not the source of problems," she said. "We are the
resources you need to resolve
them
The report was launched in
Mexico City, with UNICEF <>fficials praising Latin America and
Mexico in particular for including
children in government programs.
If we are, in short, to build a
world fit for children, we will succeed only if the voices of children
and young people are heard —
and heeded," UNICEF executive
director Carol Bellamy said.
The report found that children
"have doubts about the usefulness of voting as a method of
improving their lives and do not

Luis MJC»U AP Photo

UNICEF: Mexico's President
Vicente Fox delivers his speech
at the UNICEF annual State of
the World's Children ceremony
yesterday in Mexico City.

see government leaders as role
models."
Bellamy said children must be
taught how to take part in their
community so that they become
active, healthy adults.
"To cultivate this good faith
involvement, we just cannot wait
for the magic age of 18," Bellamy
said. "Children must be given the
opportunity to participate in the
decisions that affect their lives
and their futures."
Speaking to an auditorium full

of children, Mexican President
Vicente Fox pledged to continue
efforts at improving access to
education and health care.
"Mexico is everyone's house —
as much for the adults as the
young people and children," Fox
said. "Children and adolescents
have the same rights as the adults
to live in this home and the same
obligation to take care of it."
Later, UNICEF sponsored a
debate by about 20 young people,
who urged leaders to provide
them with equitable, quality education; a society free of violence;
and support in times of disaster.
One 12-year-old boy, Michael
Augusto Contreras, ignored the
snickers of surrounding adults
and suggested officials provide
secondary schools widi condoms
because a box of AIDS medication costs much more than a 50cent condom.
Bellamy said many adults
"mistakenly assume that child
participation simply means
handing over their decision-making power to children who are
unprepared to exercise it."
"The lion's share of responsibility still rests with adults," she said.
"We arc obliged to seek out the
Victor R. Cainno AP Photo
perspectives and the opinions of
children and to treat them seri- CHILDREN: Martin del Rio, 10, eats ice cream during recess at school in Mexico City, yesterday.
ously."
Governments around the world must give children more of a voice because millions of young people feel
disconnected and distrust political institutions, the U.N. Children's Fund said in a report yesterday.
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BRIEFING
Women's basketball
team defeats IPFW

BASKETBALL THE BG MEN'S BASKETBALLTEAM FELLTO MICHIGAN LAST NIGHT. PAGE 8

THURSDAY

The Bowling Green
women's basketball team
improved their record to 3-3
after they defeated IPFW, 7658, in Fort Wayne, Ind. last
night.
Lindsay Austin led the
Falcons with a career-high 20
points. Stefanie Wenzel added
14 points.

December 12,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLINE CREED STATE UNIVERSITY

Search to begin immediately
By H»l Hammond
SPORTS EDITOR

With the abr'ipt departure of
former football coach Urban
Meyer, athletic director Paul
Krebs said yesterday that a
national search for a replacement will begin immediately,
and that he must act quickly to
find Meyer's replacement.
Meyer leaves the program after
establishing it as one of the premier programs in the MidAmerican Conference. He

helped the team rebound from
six straight losing seasons to post
a 17-6 record over the last two
seasons.
"Two years ago, when we
looked for a new football coach,
we had to convince people we
were serious about Division I
football," Krebs said. "People
questioned the University's commitment. ... We recognize the discipline, the spirit and the class
with which our football program
has run for the last two years."

Bowling Green is a considerably more attractive place to
coach now than two years ago, as
Krebs alluded to. The Falcons
gained much national exposure
this season, as the team was
ranked nationally for the first
time since 1985, after winning
their first eight games.
"We are on the map in Division
I football," Krebs said. "There's a
lot of interest in this job, there's a
lot of people interested in the job.
We are going to move as quickly

as possible to find a replacement.
There is interest internally from
our current staff, and we'll look
both internally and externally."
"As far as criteria we're looking
for in a coach, I certainly believe
we want continuity," Krebs said.
"We want to continue the
progress we've made as a team
in the last two years. We want
someone who is familiar with
the MAC. Ohio, and the
Midwest. We obviously want
someone who is a good

recruiter, and definitely someone who can get the faculty
involved, and promotes the
football program. The president
and I will be moving forward as
quickly as we can to find a candidate:"
Krebs said that although he
would like to find a replacement
quickly, he wants to hire the
right person for the position.
"I would like to do (his as
quickly as possible," Krebs said.
"Recruiting is critical, and we

will move as fast as we can
move, but these things often
develop their own legs. What's
more important is that we get
the right person for the job —
you don't rush to hire a coach
just to get one recruiting class
in."
Krebs said he and Meyer's
coaching staff, whom he met
with earlier in the day, were
unsure of who would be
SEARCH, PAGE 8

Meyer's
lies cut
ties here
JOEL
HAMMOND
Sports Editor
I genuinely dislike liars.
In one week, former
Bowling Green Coach Urban
■Meyer has quickly transformed himself from a
respectable young coach with
the mind and charisma to
make it big in the coaching
^business to one of those people I hate.
The liars.
Come on. Don't fool yourself. You knew it, and I knew it,
the guys at the Bowling Green
Sentinel-Tribune knew it, the
Blade's Matt Markcy knew it,
.and even athletic director
Paul Krebs knew it.
They knew he would leave.
Eventually.
I ask you: why wouldn't
.Meyer go?
', He proved himself a good
'enough coach to turn a program in disarray around. He
proved himself capable of
instituting his system and
winning with it. There's more
money to be had at bigger
schools. There are bowl games
to play in at bigger schools.
He has the tools, there's no
doubt. Undoubtedly, then, he
was gone. Soon enough.
But after last Tuesday, what
essentially became Meyer's
last address to the Bowling
Green media, it seemed as
though he still had time left
here. If you have yet to see his
thoughts from that press conference, let me sum them up:
he had more to do here. He
hadn't won a MAC championship here. He hadn't gone
undefeated. He hadn't proven
himself a coach that could
keep a team motivated for an
entire season.
I'm not a self-proclaimed
sports genius, but 1 will tell
you 1 know how the business
works. A coach goes to a
smaller school, does well, gets
a fat contract offer, and moves
on to bigger and better things.
Dakich almost did the same
thing, and at some point
down the road, will likely do it
again.
The worst part of this entire
situation: Meyer lied. To our
faces. In effect, he lied to your
faces, as we brought you the
story.
Meyer was a good man in
his time here. He was a fantastic football coach. He was
accommodating to the media,
cared about the community
and campus, and cared about
his players deeply.
Unfortunately, the last week
of his tenure at Bowling Green
State University may stick
with him for a long time.
He's afraid to tell the truth.

Ben S«nt«r BG News

MOVING ON: Linebacker Mitch Hewitt and quarterback Josh Harris spoke about Urban Meyer's departure at a press conference yesterday. Hewitt and Harris hope that the
Falcons can carry over the recent success of the program to future seasons.

Players shocked, disappointed
about Meyer's decision to leave
By Erica Gambaccini
ASSISHm SPORTS EDITOR

Shock ran through the football
players yesterday morning when
Urban Meyer came into the locker room and announced his resignation.
"I'm extremely disappointed,"
said linebacker Mitch Hewitt.
"I'm not pleased with die way he
handled it. It comes as a shock,...
1 thought he was here for the long
haul."
Last week Meyer held a press
conference and said that he still
had some unfinished business
here and that he would be
around for a while until his goals
were met. The players, coaches
and athletic director believed
this, so yesterday's announcement came as a shock to everyone.
"If you would have asked me

two days ago if Coach Meyer was
leaving I would have laughed at
you," Hewitt said. "I was truly
surprised to hear Urban Meyer
leaving but at the same time I
know coaches don't win games,
players do. What he's instilled
we'll have forever and can carry
that on."
Meyer has changed die football
team into a winning program and
involved the student body in the
game. He has also instilled several values in the players.
"One of the major things he
brought to this program was clis
cipline and trust, whether it be
trust in the coaching staff or trust
in just each other," said quarterback tosh Harris. "I think that's a
major thing we're dealing with
right now. I think this mil pull the
players closer together and at a
time of confusion I think that the

discipline will stay."

This discipline could be seen
by some of the players after
Meyer left the locker room yesterday morning
"There are a lot of people on
this team that are behind the
scene leaders," Harris said.
"When we had the opportunity to
speak it wasn't me or Mitch that
stood up to speak It was one of
the other players."
Linebacker lovon Burkes was
the player who stood up first in
the player meeting and encouraged his teammates not to lose
hope.
Other players who stood up
and gave speeches were wide
receiver Cole Magner, right guard
Greg Kupke and Harris, among
others.
I lowever. despite these
speeches the players are still at a

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVW.BGNEWS.COMKPORTS

■

loss as to what to do right now.
"We're definitely disorganized,
but at the same time enough people stood up and enough people
said this is our program and we
define' what Bowling Green football is,'" Hewitt said.
"There are players that feel very
strongly and also players that
have been here a while that do
not want to see this thing slip"
Harris said.
After the announcement the
players tried to remain optimistic
and none of the younger players
looked to transfer. Thus, the same
Falcon football team will be back
next season, with the exception of
those who graduate.
"The people who play the
game, the guys who won the
game, our football team is still
here," said athletic director Paul
Krebs. "Our football program has-

n't left town. It's the efforts, the
hard work, the dedication. It's
what the young men in our program have done for the last two
years that has got us to where we
are today."
After Meyer talked with the
players Krebs went into the locker
room and addressed them himself.
"They are feeling pain, hurt
and disappointment, but they
made it clear to me what they
think this program needs right
now," said Krebs. "They were very
clear in the direction they want to
see us go."
According to Harris the football
program is capable of more and
they are heading in the right
directioa
"Someone is going to take over
a nice program, that's for sure,"
I iewitt said.
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"I know Mr. Krebs will do what he thinks is in the best
interest of the program."

Michigan's athletes
too much to handle Players want some of
Meyer's staff to stay
MITCH HEWITT. LINEBACKER

By Joel Hammond
spoms eonoR

ANN
ARBOR.
Mich.
Bowling Green basketball coach
Dan Dakich (alked Monday
about the athleticism he saw on
tape
from
the
Michigan
Wolverines heading into last
night's game at Crisler Arena.
After last night's game, he didn't have to talk about it anymore. He saw it first-hand.
The Wolverine trio of Bernard
Robinson, Ir., Lavell Blanchard
and Daniel Horton, Ir. used their
athleticism to beat Bowling
Green in every way possible: to
the basket, on the boards, and
up and down the floor.
The result: a tired Bowling
Green team and an 83-57 loss to
the
previously
winless
Wolverines.
Horton led U of M with 26
points — 24 of which came in
the first half — and Blanchard
and Robinson scored 23 and 20,
respectively. But it was perhaps
with the versatility that the three
played that gave the Falcons fits.
Horton was able to mix in
penetration with a hot outside
shot to score over half of U of
M's points in the first half.
Blanchard and Robinson both

had 18 in the second half, and
"We have been practicing
hit the boards hard. Both playway too long," Dakich said.
ers had five offensive rebounds,
"We practiced long on
while Blanchard finished with
Monday and Tuesday, and
SEARCH. PROM PAGE 7
Green.
potent offensive attack in
10 boards and Robinson with
you can't do that. I think
2002, a unit that averaged 40.8
Quarterback Josh Harris
eight.
fatigue is a huge, huge factor.
remaining here and who
said it was important for some
points per game, ranking
Dakich
said
that
the
... We looked physically
them third in the nation. BG
would be leaving. Internally,
of the current staff to stay on.
Wolverines' athleticism was
whipped at half-time."
the team has two well-qualialso ranked eighth in the
"I think that would be real
undoubtedly the difference in
The Falcons continue to
fied assistants in coordinators
nice," Harris said. "That's not
nation in total offense per
the game.
play without injured Germain
Gregg Brandon and Tim
game, at 448.9 yards per game.
our decision to make, though."
"I don't think there's any quesFitch and Josh Almanson, two
Beckman, who are likely canLinebacker Mitch Hewitt
Beckman's defense came on
tion, that was the difference in
players who possess compalate in the year after struggling
didates for the position.
said that he is confident that
the
game."
Dakich
said.
rable athleticism to that of
Krebs will find the coach who
through injuries during the
Brandon has served in the
"Michigan comes in shooting
Blanchard and Robinson.
collegiate coaching ranks
will help the team the most.
early part of the season. They
nothing all year, and it was a
Without those two players,
finished by allowing 25 points
since 1981, and has coached at
"1 think it's important for
comfort level that they were
BG dresses seven scholarship
Weber State. Wyoming, Utah
that too, but I know Mr. Krebs
per game. Beckman has
able to get against our defense.
players, and walk-ons Cole
State,
Northwestern
and
will do what he thinks is in the
coached collegiately since
They were able to get very comMagner and Patrick Phillips.
best interest of the program,"
Colorado. Brandon was the
1988, at Auburn, Western
fortable moving the ball around
man behind the Falcons'
Hewitt said.
Carolina, Elon and Bowling
and knowing that they could get
to the boards."
k***********************H(******4c******iic******9|ei|c*9|c3(c>|c*9|e9|c>|c!|(*>|e*>
Michigan
coach
Tommy
Amaker said that they tried to
wear out the visitors, and
thought they did that well.
"We thought if could try to
change defenses a little bit,
because we knew they were
inis-iiig some injured players,
that we could possibly use any
depth we have to extend the
floor defensively and make it a
94-fool game," Amaker said.
Dakich added that fatigue is a
ma|or concern for the team.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

The Spirit of tlio
Lord is Upon Me!

Worship Times
9:15-Tradilional
Service
10:30-Sunday School
11 :iO-Conlemporary
Service
200 North Sumnul Street
Bowling Green. Ohm 4VJ02-2527
Krone 4I9-J5J-903I
Fa* 419-151-5191
E-rrunt Dirutytfwcnrtorg

St. Thomas More
University Parish's

Pre - Christmas
Ballroom Mass
Sunday. December 15. 2002
8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

CA$rTF0R
CHRISTMAS
We pay top prices
for used textbooks!

MOVE OUT OF THE SNOW
AND IN WITH

tk

NEWIWE
Rentals
801 & 803 Fifth Street
O 2 bdrm apts. furn & unlurn
O washer/dryer on premises
O balconies or patios
O free water & sewer
O 1 cat permitted per apartment

NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main
352 5620
www.ncwlovoroalty.com
newlol@dacor.not

We will also pay top
wholesale prices for
current editions
that are no
longer being
used on
campus.

Check Out Our
Line of BCSU
Gift Apparel

and the scholarship
■M

^t|
15%|
\W| ^J
'

I tnought tor sure I'd get a scholarship. But
when I didn't, brown was there for me. I
didn't have to give up my dream ol going
lo college because with UPS I can get as
much as $23,000 In College Education
Assistance. UPS knows how important a
college education is.
WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOB YOU?

Available Shifts
Day 11:30a.m.-3:30p.m.
Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
Midnight 10:45p.m. - 2:45a.m.
Preload 4:30a.m.- 9:00a.m.
TODAY
Career Services 10-2
or contact
Steve Eich detlsje@ups.com
(419)891-6820

www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

•Sweatshirts
•T-Shirts
•Mugs
•Glassware
•Stadium Blankets
•Stadium Cushions
•Parents Sportswear
•BGSU Jackets & Caps
•Other BGSU Merchandise

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE • 353-2252

Your complete off-campus connection Across from Harshman

Mon

^" *^ *00a,m'" ^"P-"1-' Saturday 9:00a.m. • 5.-00p.m
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Falcons drop
one to U of M
By Erik Cassano
SPOUTS REPORICB

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Bowling
I ireen basketball coach Dan Dakich
liked die end of last year's Michigan
game a lot better when the lalcons
pulled off a dramatic upset at
Anderson Arena and fans stormed
the floor. Different year, different
learn and a much different result as
the Wolverines trounced the
I alcana 83-57 last night at Ctisler
Airiia.
I)G was thoroughly outplayed in
every aspect of the game. Dressing
only nine players, the Falcons were
run ragged by Michigan's superior
athleticism.
We looked physically whipped
.u halliinie." Dakich said. "We just
. 11 i-n'i gi K HI enough to play against a
[cam like this right now."
()ne of the main guys doing the
whipping for Michigan was Daniel
Horton rhe6-3guatdwasscalding
in the first half at the offensive end.
I le scored 21 points in 19 minutes
on9-for-l I shootingllicdaggerfor
He i was Ms -l-fur-5 from beyond the

three-point arc, helping to extend a
four-point Michigan lead with just
over six minutes to play in the first
half to a 43-30 lead at the half.
"Daniel Horton had a really hot
hand, giving us a double-digit lead
at the half," Michigan coach
Tommy Amaker said.
"We took labari (Mattox) out. and
I lotion just went nuts," Dakich said.
The win was the Wolverines' first
of the season, a welcome comfort
for a team assailed by NCAA sanctions this past year, a team that
started the season on a six-game
losing streak.
"Finally. It feels good to into the
locker room and hear our players
singing our fight song" Amaker
said. "We played a very solid 40
minutes of basketball."
For BG, Kevin Netter continued
to build a solid season. Despite four
fouls, he scored 20 points on 8-for12 shooting, and showed some
good post moves. John Reimold.
however,
struggled
against
Michigan's defense. His perimeter
game abandoned him for long

stretches, and he finished with just
four points on 2-for-8 shooting
along with four fouls.
"I thought they swarmed
Reimold," Dakich said. "John's going
to face that That's something that
we talk about."
Last night also marked the collegiate basketball debut of Cole
Magner. Yes, that's Cole Magnet
from the football team. He is
believed to be the first football
and basketball player at BG in
over 25 years.
Magner played five minutes,
getting hit with two fouls and
making his only shot attempt, a
second-half three-pointer. It
elicited the loudest cheer ol the
night from the small BG contingent of fans.
According to the BG Sports
Information office, Greg Kampe
was believed to have played both
football and basketball for the
Falcons between 1976 and 1978.
Tony Bell played basketball for BG
in 1972, and it is believed he also
played football from 1970-1972.

Carlos Oiorto AP Pttoto
LOOSE BALL: Michigan's Daniel Horton loses his balance as he reaches in for a loose ball with
Bowling Green's Cory Ryan during last night's game at Crisler Arena in Ann Atbor. Mich.
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It's Do or Dye
fo<vtt»«tr

Congratulations

Mll-Fri
9IH-5IM

to the

saunin

New Executive Council

9IM-1RM

*0.

445 E WllflirSt.
BlHllll Grill. IN
43402

of Kappa Delta!
President- Audrey Rocsch
VP New Member Education-Hmily Burcin

Bull Creek Paintball rark
A Ovwon of R&B Gamei - An action pxked adventure'
30 acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields &
Speedball Private Group Outings & Parties •
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs
largest Paintball Selection in the area
Shop R&B for all your pamtball needs'
Bull Creek Paintball Park - Portage 266-4799 • R&B
Games ■ Bowling Green 353-2176 •Findlay 427-2176 •
Fostona 435-4225

VI* Membership-Stephanie Fife
VP Public Relations-Beth McCalla

ft
INDOOR
PAINTBALL

VP Standards-Kim Buckley
Secretary-Beth Dutridge
Treasure-Christine Ilentz

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Assistant Treasurer-Kristen Miller
Panhellenic Delegate-Nicole Fulrell

Semester leases Available

OPENING
SOON

Thank you for a wonderful year outgoing Executive Council!

419-352-0717

1,2 and 3 Bedroom apartments
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GOOD LUCK
ON YOUR FINALS

JOIN THENEWI9VEFAMILY!
© Undergraduate housing

ST\A»JT STEAMS
"All Day, Everyday"

FROM STUDENT FINANCIAL AID!

.

Complete your 2003-2004 Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) form after the break.

- Mon: 11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

© Graduate & Professional housing
© No parea*^

2?mee needed

© Profe^l

O Full-t me maintenance service
O Pje« peliTfitffeiJiifrfcrrie.Pf ntals
py of OJI

(papa)

Go to http://www.fafsa.ed.gov, complete your renewal FAFSA or complete a paper FAFSA form available
within Student Financial Aid after
January 2, 2003.

atfttlw will go
> WjA find

cash, checks

1r
paoiafl 11 (Pair's Uisx^eteBi i
1 Large
1 Extra Large 1 Item
. 1 Item

I»II

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID STAFF

LISTINGS
AVAILABLE FOR

tear

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 s. Main
352-5620
w ww.nGWlovorGal(y.com
iu'\\lol<" dacor.net

We are authorized dealers for
BOXINJQS. . . VfU Charm of Italy™

2003 & 2004

For Rent
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
Located Above Downtown Businesses:

SCHOOL YEAR!
Large Selection of Houses and Apartments
with Great locations!
Pick up your listing at the Rental office.

114 S. Main: Central AC. washer/dryer in building
117 N. Main: Washer/dryer in building, dishwasher,

Everything^ reasonably priced

central AC
128 W. Wooster: Free water/sewer

and we're even open on

Saturday
M-F - 8:30r5:30
Sat. - 8:30-5:00

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
315 1/2 S. Main: Wood Deck
507 & 525 E. Merry: Across trom campus. Free
water/sewer. Washer/dryer in building

• across Irom Taco Bell •

Furnished and Unfurnished Units

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
(our only oltico)
352.5620
omail us: newlol (3dacor.net

Check out our Website: www.newloverealty.com

l2t

You can create original bracelets in solid 18k
gold charms! Your name... your hobby... whatever
is exclusively YOUI Accept no imitations! BOXIXJC
is the authentic Charm of Italy! See our great
selection, including crystal, gems and enamels!

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

Your purchase is FREE if it snows 4"
or more on January 1 st 2003.
No purchase necessary
Come in for details!

(419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

R. Howard Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

319 E WooslerSt
Bowling Green. OH
Rental Ofl>ce

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Fact Line
and

will answer any of
your questions.
I 372-2445 (

\!SS5SQ1^!SSS!SMSMSMSMSMS!S!QM0M0MSMS!UM^MSM0MSMSMSM^ISISI\

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
BASKETBALL. COMPLETE AND
RETURN TAKE-HOME TEST AND
APPLICATION BY JAN. 17 FORMS
AVAILABLE FROM 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON JAN. 21 AND 22.
Mike Sickles formally at Mirage
Salon now at Changes on Mane.
$7 Men's clipper cuts. Women's
highlights starting at $25. Call for
additional specials. 419-352-2611
Of 419-352-4101

Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BC News *i!l iWkno*in$fy acapt adver-

tanM !tji ifJimitiMlr.

M

unug A

cfimiiudoa againu any individual or gmup on

Wanted

die ten of race, set. color, creed, religion,
luunal oncm, stiwl unenuiioo. disjWir),
«uius v 3 veteran. <« on the haiis of any other
letaly proceed tato

1 male subleaser needed ASAP
Own bedroom. $225/mo
353-0807
1 or 2 Graduation tickets needed.
Will Pay.
Call 354-7759
2 subleasers needed.
208 E. Merry. $2407mo.
419-352-4032

The BG News resents the right to decline, ducoounue or revise an) advertisement such as
tm had 1' x J;'L:r..i: rj bckaj ir, faa>
al haiis. misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements an subject to editing and
approval

Travel
"1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now' Campus Reps Wanted
1 •800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
"'ACT FAST! Save S$S, Get Spring
Break Discounts! 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www springbreakdiscounts.com
wllti SmctontCity.com!
Air, Hotel. FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee1
REPS WANTED! Organize 15
friends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to promote StudentCity.com! Call 1-800293-1445 or e-mail
SPRING URt.AK 2003 WITH STS
America's 11 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.statravel.com
SPHING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks' BEST hotels & LOWEST pricestwww.breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026
Wanted! Spring Breakeril
Sun Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan. Jamaica
or the Bahamas for FREE! Call us
now at 1 -800-795-4786 or email us
at salesasuncoastvacations com'

Services Offered
ESL STUDENTS
Need proofreading/editing?
www.eslathome.net

America Reads Now Hlringl
Hiring tutors for spring semester
From 12/9/02-12/13/02. Starting at
$6/hr. Inquire at 531 Ed. Bldg.
WORK STUDY ONLY
Female Subleaser Wanted ASAP.
For Jan-May. Close to campus.
Please call 353-4126
Graduation tickets needed!
Will pay.
Call Megan at 3520656.
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay.
Call Brian 0 419-352-0761
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay.
Call Becca at 214-5409
Sterling U. apt. avail.Will pay you
S250-F. rmte needed ASAP-May 03.
Rent S325/mo. Call 419-353-2441.

Help Wanted
$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112.
Join Ohio Citizen Action in its fight
against pollution. Mon.-Fri. 1:3010:30pm. $350/week ♦ bonus. Part
Umt also available l 419-255-6028
Local childcare facility now hir ng tuTues. and Thurs. mornings next semester. Call 352-2506
Marketing Associate. Local investment advisory practice looking for
an individual who is self-motivated
with excellent verbal skills for telephone-based marketing. NO direct
selling. Position will provide right
person with excellent opportunity to
grow and learn an exciting industry
the right way. Competitive hourly
wage. Please call 419-891-3100 or
fax resume to 419-891-2281 if interested

y.i :im y.i \tm um \*M ;*■■ 1*1
Our lWi Ye*1 A-wtfd Waring Lo«p*V

Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $459
I Daft. MOM Hejai, • tm* »•*■■ - Xmrtatm TIM*

T •*•!«■ ■ AM • HaUt F-M food » » •"*. °* D*"*i

Melanie
Menz

Jamaica $469
- AM ft HayM - 21 Hewn af Dri«t »

TW WWW

n*ii*¥i*ii«ii*ii*ii«»i*i

EARN $SSS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
$17 guaranteed based-appt Work
lull or pt/time during break. Continue
in 03. Scholarships/internships avail,
conditions exist. Apply now start
after finals. Call 419-865-9741

For Sale

ACROSS
1 Kissable girl on
Broadway?
Indian royalty
Satiate
Very wicked
Split to get hitched
Earring's location
Salvage
Drivers lie. and such
In a |ift
Bring about
Hardy heroine
Dangerous Dies
March
Opera highlights
Graven image
Taking to court
Audit taker
Repair
Printer's measures
Tijuana ta-ta
Bumpkin

SnnngBreakTrauel com

1-800-678-6386

42
43
45
48
49
50
51
54
58
59
60
61
62
63

5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
35
39
40
41

Cash boxes
Pickups
Pensioner
Warty critter
Exhilarate
Darkens
Lobster eggs
Improve
Perimeter
Spotted pony
Forty-niner's quest
Promising clue
Muscle cramp
Approve

1990 Chevy Corsica. 129K miles,
good condition. Must sell. $1100
OBO. Call 419-353-7124.
5 day/ 4 night all inclusive Cancun
Set for Jan. 10. You'll need air fare.
$300,419-352-5591.
99 Dakota RT, 30 K, tinted windows, sunroof, remote start w/
alarm. 330 HP w/ upgraded engine.
Asking $15,000 OBO.419-897-055B.
Bod brand no.v Queen r,i/o pMOW
top set, full warranty. Will sacrifice
$165 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465
LOFT BEDS * BUNK BEDS
Built to your order. Tall, X-tall
& X-long avail. 419-332-0204.
Mens K-2 snowboard, womans
Morgan snowbd. & boots, mens ski
boots, 1 pair snow blades & Tony
Little's Gazelle walker. 352-5772

For Rent
" 2nd semester apartment leases
avail, discounted rates..
Call 353-0325 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
"""(New) Carty Studlot (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students.
Fully furnished, including 25" TV. all
utilities. From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs. & wkends 352-1520.
••'03-04 house & apt. listings avail.
Located 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3.
All next to campus. Signing leases
now Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
"1 bedroom apt. for rent for 1 or 2
people. 4 1/2, 9. or 12 month lease
avail. As low as $450. Fully furnished, includes all utilities, close to
campus, quiet area. 352-1520.
"Lg. houses next to campus for
rent. 303 E. Merry. 916 3rd. St.,
211 E. Reed (up or dwn) & 321 E.
Merry. Schoolyr or 12 mo. leases
avail. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 & 2 bedroom apts. for rent.
Semester leases available.
Can 352-5822, ask for Steve
1 Bdrm. apt. available now.
Gas heat, water & sewer free.
Call 419-354-9740
1 bdrm. apt. for sublease. Spring '03
semester. $410 plus utiUmo. Please
call 353-3453 for more info.
1. sublsr. needed lor 2 bdrm. apt. 1
block from campus. $2407mo. +
elec Call 352-1554.
2 bdrm. apts available in serene
park-like setting. From $500 mo.,
includes appliances, heal. &
refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
2 Bdrm. furn apt. for fall sem. or
03/04 school yr $450Vmo. includes
util. No pets, no smoking. Close to
campus. Ask for Tim 353-5074.
2 bdrm. lg. apt. Vaulted ceilings,
spiral stairs, 2 car garage.deck,
dishwasher, turn. Avail. 2003-2004
Call 352-1104.

$25
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419-348-0508
211 S. Mercer St.
Bowling Green. Ohio
Offer Expires 01-31-03
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For Rent

For Rent

2 bedroom., furnished. Avail.
immedienly 1 block from campus.
352-5239

Female Subleaser needed ASAP.
1 large bdrm. apt. S325/mo + util.
Contact Andrea at 419-340-9837
Female subleaser needed through
May 03. $275/mo Call Lisa
at 419-3520736
Houses & Apis for 2003-2004
school yr 1 -3 person homes avail..
12 mo. leases only. Steve Smith
419-352-8917. No calls after 8pm
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
Houses 1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Jan. through May lurnished effic.
Across from campus. $300 OBO.
419-308-5875.
Now Renllng 2003-2004
800 3rd St.-I or 2 bdrms.
616 2nd St.- 3 bdrms. & effic.
137 N. Church-1 bdrm.
For more info call 354-9740
ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Rent only $200/mo. Bargain!
Call 354-0731.
ROOMMATE NEEDED! Sterling
Univ. Enclave. $320/mo OBO.
No reasonable offer refused.
353-3475 leave message.
Spring & Summer Semester. 1 bdrm
avail, in 4 Bdrm house. Located
downtown BG. Cheap rent. Call
419-704-6621.

2 Female Subleasers needed.
419-353-4293
2, 3 or 4 bdrm.houses June 03. Very
nice d/w. garb, disp., w/d, basement,
greal location, central air. 353-2382
3 Bdrm. house for rent $800/mo.
Starting Jan Call 353-4588.
3 bedroom house available
lor spring semester.
Call 352-5822, ask lor Steve.
AVAIL. NOW! 2 bdrm. apt
Village Green Apts. Pets allowed.
$545 unfurnished Also avail, fum.
Nice place, great neighbors. Close
to campus. 419-352-2919
Available August 15,2003
Close to the University.
Large 3 bedroom house11 1/2 month lease.
New 3 bedroom house11 1/2 month lease.
2 bedroom house11 1/2 month lease.
3 bedroom apartment11 1/2 month lease.
2 bedroom apartment.
1 bedroom apartment
Efficiency apartment.
Call 419-686-4651
Available Dec 2002. 3-4 bdrm
house Completely remodeled.
419-308-2456
BRAND NEW 1 bdrm apt. for JanDec, lease Great for Dec 03 grads
A/C, dshwsh, vaulted ceilings, close
to campus. $410/mo. 419-344-6607
BRAND NEW APT. a Sterling, on
Napoleon. Immediate Occupancy or
move in 2nd semester. Furnished,
incl. Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, litness & computer ctr, air co. and
parking. No Deposit. Take over
lease thru May 2003 $355/mo. Will
pay share of utilities until Dec 31
and rent tree until Jan. 1. $100 Cash
Bonus if signed by Jan. 1. Call 419346-3486.
Female Subl. Needed in 2 Bdrm Apt
Own room; $240/mo; Jan-Aug '03
Close to campus. 354-2493.
Female subleaser needed
for Jan. '03 until Aug. '03.
$250 plus util Call 352-6833
Female subleaser needed ASAP.
Own bed/bath. Close to campus.
$312 50 & elec/mo. 419-306-3940

Spring Semester Rentals Available
Good selection & good locations.
Call John Newlove Real Estate
Rental Office 354-2260

Sublease 1 Bdrm. Landlord pays all,
but electric. Lease starting now-May
419-290-9550 or 419-354-9740
Sublease or appt. lease Stalling
Univ. Apt. Fum., appliances, dw &
wsh/dry. water pd. 419-352-8980,
ask for Steve or leave msg.
Subleaser Needed for efficiency
from Jan 03-Aug 03 at 451 Thurstin.
Close to campus, parking, and laundry $355/mo,+util. Call at 353-1394.
Subleaser needed for Jan. 03.
$340/mo. fully fum. Will pay 1st
months' utilities. Call Mike 353-3892
Subleaser Needed Own room/bath
in house. $250/mo. Contract Dec
02-May 03. Dec. rent free. Contact
April at 419-308-1969.
Winthrop Terrace. 2 bdrm. apt. avail,
for spring sem. $460/mo. Last mo.
prepaid A/C * free gas. 353-0887
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419-353-2277

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING
Hillsdale Apt. I082 Fairview,
I & 2 Bdrm Apts.
3 Bdnn Townhouscs
Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal
I I/2 Baths-Washcr/Drycr Hook up
(2/3 Bdrm I

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215E Poc
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms
Laundry on sile
BGSU Bus Slop
M.iugcment Inc.

Ileinzsite Apt., 7I0 N. Enterprise
l&2 Bdrms
A/C-Dishwashcr-Garbagc Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Management Inc.

Blue House, 120 Prospect
2 Bdrms
Close to Downtown/Campus

KAPPA DELT/
SENIORS

Friday the 13th special

Gilt Certificates Available
Wm. Matthew Wolph
Professional Masseur

51
52
53
55
56
57

In vogue
Little kiss
Boats like Noah's
Not bald
Stagnant
Muffled sound
Like the nobility
Type of drum
Foolhardy
Mutineer
Stay out of reach
Subarctic forest
Shades
Title for a
Brazilian lady
Chess piece
Earthenware jar
Whirl in the water
Escalates
Die dot
Braggart's problem

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MFD SCHOOL?
CALL IHI WORLD LEADER IN II SI PRI 1>aaaaaaaaajw.

Full Body Massage
Now
Only

32
33
34
36
37
38
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
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One-Hour

CONGRATULATIONS

to the new Panhel
Cabinet
Philanthropy
and Intramural
Chair

Help Wanted

^l^J^il^

French military cap
Enthusiastic
Twitches
Fraternal order
member
Stegner novel.
"Angle of '
Glee dub voices
"Your Song"
singer Elton
Go _ (freak out)
With it, once
Traction providers
Math point set
Too tubby
Favorable responses
Secondhand
Glacial epoch
After-shower powder
Musical ensembles
Tell all
Water conduit
Sandier of The
Wedding Singer"
Decomposes
Highway vehicles
Steps over a fence

is available to you

Services Offered

-f^J^^i

brought to you by

HimtmeM Inc.

Grernbeaver Apt. 542 S. College
2 Bdrm Apts
Can have PET (cxtraS)

From 11 AM until 2 PM all
Maytag HE washers are only

I Janelle Gaudy |

Maiuecmcnt Inc.

13 cents!

Lauren Dean

Will do a fen semester leases
I8/I6/03-12/3I/03)
at 830 4th Si

Check out our website at
www.LMARIES.com for
additional savings

Lindsay Kopp

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
wwu.meccabg.com

dec 021 holiday issue

the commercialism of x-mas
kwanzaa celebration
LSU high school program
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CREED

Representing
Misrepresented

Now more than ever, all people must be together. Every sister every brother everywhwere who feels the time is in the air, for common blood flows
through common veins and common eyes all see the same.
Now more than ever people must be together.
Obsidian is a volcanic glass which is formed from molten lava. We have
acquired the name, because as a glass it is reflective. As a magazine we
should be reflective of the people we serve and their interests. A volcacanic eruption and the pouring of lava is also significant, for it is an indication of this magazine which holds as one of its functions to erupt interest
and awareness from the people.
The Obsidian has stood out for its significant meaning to this magazine
which is a reflection of peoples of color.

A Letter from the Editor...
The end of the first
semester has come at last. We
are half-way through another full
school year. In the midst of trying to salvage our grades, pass
finals and attend end of the year
parties, it is hard to believe that
soon we will be celebrating our
respective religious holidays and
the end of another year. When
we return we will be in the year
2003. It truly sounds better than
it is. What difference will it
make besides making sure we
place the correct date on our
work? Did we really "change"
from the year before, or even
the year before that? Can we
truly say we left the previous
year better then we found it?
Every year we perform
this ritual of bringing in the new
year but do we ever resolve or
conclude the previous year
before doing so? Do we ever

accomplish significant change.
Maybe it's not possible or perhaps many of us do not care to.
However, if we are to evolve or
even survive (especially as a
black people) it is absolutely
necessary that we focus on
defining, attaining, and then,
retaining- change. Why?
Because every year we have
the same meetings and forums
to discuss the same
issues/problems and continue to
perpetuate and be these same
issues/problems. Perhaps this
is what everyone enjoys doing
and we are not looking for
answers or closure. Perhaps
we like being the problem, contributing to the problem, and
then debating about who was
more of a problem in the end.
Whatever the case may be, it
simply isn't good enough. If we
aren't going to dedicate our-

selves to changing at least one
thing, (there is at least one thing
everyone can change or
improve because we do not live
in a perfect world); then we
shouldn't celebrate the new
year. Rather we should mourn
the loss of a year spent in
redundant idleness.
I am not suggesting that we
all resolve to achieve world
peace (although that would be
great), but I am suggesting that
we resolve to perhaps simply be
more positive or "human."
"Humanism." Each of us will be
showered with humanist teachings throughout our college
career and yet we seem to
know nothing of its' nature.
How often are we polite, or
grateful, or even just pleasant to
one another? How often do we
love? Not in the cliche' sense,
but in the true essence of the

word.
Well anyways, I am ready
to get out of here so I'll wrap
this up. I am looking forward to
the new year. Basically because
it was not (and is not) promised
to me. Every second of everyday I almost didn't make it. That
can be said for all of us whether
you accept it or not.
As this year concludes I
want to specifically thank the
organizations that have truly
stepped up and made their
prescence felt on campus this
semester. Thanks to everyone
that supported the Obsidian in
some way.
The staff has worked
tremendously hard and we hope
to only improve in the future.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
-Samantha Sims

the Death of White Racism

(part two of a two part series)

By Dr. Manning Marable
guest columnist

ince the racist three-fifths
compromise in 1787, the
U S government has been largely
designed to perpetuate undemocratic, unequal power for white
elite's at the expense of nonwhites and the majority of the
white population as well. Since
Ihe founding of this nation, only
four African Americans have
served in the U.S. Senate- Hiram
Revels and Blanche K. Bruce,
representing Mississippi during
and immediately alter
Reconstruction. Edward Brooke of
Massachusetts, and Carol Mosely
Braun of Illinois. Only two blacks
served on the Supreme CourtThurgood Marshall and Clarence
Thomas. The lack of black representation has been no accident.
Therefore, the demand for
black reparations, while at first
appearing to many to be racially
divisive, is absolutely essential to
Ihe process of constructing a new
democratic discourse on the historical origins and meaning of
race in American society. Both
white conservatives and white
neoliberals. for very different reasons, want to take "race" off the
political table. We can't allow
the.m to do it.
To deconstruci an'd to
uproot the structures of white
racist privilege, they must be
identified by name; we cannot
reach a nonracist future unless
we talk frankly about our common
racist past. At the grassroots
level, thousands of faith-based
institutions, neighborhood centers, union halls, and community
networks and coalitions, a new

discussion about overcoming the
living legacy of structural racism
must begin.
The reparations debate is
also helpful in giving white
Americans a belter understanding
of the different ways that privilege
IR reproduced

healthy tensions but also a broader, more universal understanding
of where we've been as a nation.
Why should middle-class
white folks engage in this new
democratic conversation with the
most marginalized and disadvantaged members ot their society?

Everyday, white Americans receive From lne lon9
,.
.,
. ,.
.... . view of history,
the message that they are entitled white suprema.
to better treatment and a better °yis not a susquality of life than everybody else ATDUBO'IS^
on the planet- and especially peopleonce observed,
, . , •

.

of African descent.
The higher rales of home ownership, longer life expectancies, significant advantages in annual
incomes and personal net wealth,
favorable treatment by police and
in the courts, and so on. are all
woven into the fabrics of whiles'
daily lives.
What whites also need to
understand is that white privilege
is best exercised when nobody
talks about it. Traditional liberals,
tor example, studied and meafor
sured the dynamics of black
inequality and oppression; conservatives deny both exist. Yel
Yet
what unites both is their locus on
Ihe "black problem," as if we are
the ones with Ihe problem. If the
real problem is structural racism,
then the challenge before us is
reconstructing and reconfiguring
white American identity. That will
require a massive reeducation
campaign that would enable
whites to study their own history
from our point of view. The reparations discussion will generate

"whiteness" is
a

relatively

new concept.
"The discovery of personal whiteness among the worlds people's
is a very modern thing. - a nineteenlh and twentieth century matter, indeed." DuBois wrote in
1920. "The ancient world would
have laughed at such a distinction." Intellectually and in terms
ot scientific thought, there is no
absolutely biological justification
for the defense of white superiorily. In terms of labor force projections in the United States, the
work force has become and is still
becoming increasingly brown and
black. As the median age of the
white population grows older,
whiles will become dependent on
the material contributions of nonwhites to the running ot the economy and society.
The great danger, of
course, is that white Americans,
becoming acutely conscious of
what white privilege is, will fight
desperately to keep it. Much of
the reactionary populism, national
chauvinism, and anti-immigrant

bashing by politicians like Patrick
Buchanan is motivated by the
desire to maintain the entitlements of being "free, white and
twenty-one." But there is another
alternative: a multicultural democratic society.
Through political education, and through struggle, white
Americans can come to appreciate a new history, one in which
they have frequently been marginal in the construction of democratic traditions. Can we imagine
an American society with a
national commitment to eliminating Ihe major racialized deficits
that separate blacks and whites
into their respective racial universes: in lite expectancy, healthcare access, college enrollments,
quality public education, and
home ownership? Could we
dream of a time when racial epithets, racial profiling, and the discriminatory redlining practices of
banks and lending institutions
decline in significance, if not disappear? Racial peace will not
and cannot be sustained without
justice: but with justice, a new
relationship and a democratic
renewal of American society can
occur.

"I am America. I am the
part you won't recognize. But get used to me.
Black, confident, cocky;
my name, not yours; my
religion, not yours; my
goals, my own; get used
to me."
-Muhammd AM

mmrna
Q : What is the biggest turnoff?

CB : Insecurity
NS : Ignorance
AY : Not being able to accept his
flaws.
JK : Arrogance
Q : What is the sexiest part of a
man ?

4

WOMEN
FORUM

(A short discussion on men)

Q : Does the man you marry
have to necessarily have a lot
of money ?
Courtney Burke : He has to be
financially stable, meaning not
rich but to the point that we can
support each other.
NaTasha Shabazz: He has to at
least be able to support me if it
came Down to it.
Ashley Yates: He doesn't have to
be the richest man in the world
but I want us
To live comfortably and support
each other.
Jenifer Q. Key : He has to be
financially stable.
Q : What attracts you the most
to a man ?
CB : If he is a man of God.
NS : His mind.
A Y : He is well focused and
loves Jesus.
JK: His spirit.

CB : Stomach and arms
NS : His eyes , there windows to
the soul.
AY : Clean trim fingernails.
JK : Adams apple
Q : What is the worst thing a
man can do in a relationship
besides cheat?
CB : Lie
NS : Lie
AY: Control you.
JK : Lie
Q : What is the key to
a long term relationship ?
CB : God "A couple
that prays together
stays together."
NS : God
AY : God , communication, trust, and honesty.
JK : God

- THIS CONCLUDES
OUR SHORT FORUM
BUT NOW I'M LOOKING TO HOLD A
FOUR MALE FORUM.- F. Mail
brithom@bgnet if you
are interested in participating.-

GET YA'
READ ON!!!
" Dangerous Memories "
By: Angela Winters
Jena Doe suffers from amnesia
as a result of being mugged.
During the investigation of her
mugging Jena's past is revealed
very vividly.
" I'm Telling "
By Karen E. Quninones Mill
This book deals with incest in the
black family.
The response readers expect
from the key members of the family is not the one that you will you
see in this book.

letters from a slave girl
By Andrea Davis Pinkney
This is the story of a 12 year old
slave girl named Lettie and the
letters exchanged between her
and President Lincoln during the
civil war leading up to the
Emancipation Proclamation.
" Da Boogie Man " (the poet)
-written and experiencedA collection of poems from
arguably the best poet of
Our time. Following the spoken
word style Boogie is a
Native of Cleveland, Ohio and
winner of Apollo five times.
His poems range in topic from
love, to getting pizza delivered in
The hood to politics. Definitely a
page turner that will have you
Folding back the pages to
remember certain selections.

" Dear Mr. President "

CAREER
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ALL DRESSED UP WITH NOWHERE TO GO?
II you want lo keep your profession.il cared moving forward despite turbulent times
in the job m.iiket. Bowling Gieen State University can help. Contact us today
to find out how a BGSU MBA can give you the skills you need to compete.
MBA can be completed in 14 months,
regardless of undergraduate major
90% of all students receive tuition assistance
through graduale assistantships
Specializations available in:
Accounting, Finance. Management Information Systems

BGSU MBA

eGMEMD
Getting to Know one anotl
Professor & Student Bio's
as tolddfrWd^Th-.
b
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Carl Sandifer graduated from
the same high school I did and
throughout high school up until
now he has never changed. Carl
has always put emphasis on academic excellence and staying
involved. During his time at Maple
Heights High School Sandifer was
in the National Honor Society in
which he was president of his
senior year there and involved
with four different bands: jazz,
marching, concert, and pit. In
addition to those two things he
was also a member of the basketball team. By the time he was

Renee Clark arrived at
Bowling Green State University in
1999 to become a springboard
course facilitator. Presently she is
academic advisor for Upas which
stands for University Program for
Academic Success, plus a Univ
100 facilitator. She is originally
from Daytona Beach Florida
where she graduated from
Mainland High once attended by
the Toronto Raptors' Vince Carter
and actor Denzel Washington.
Clark has been a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority inc.
Zeta Upsilon Chapter ever since
the spring of 1985. She earned a

ready to leave high school he had
received rewards for music, a top
ten award for academics, the
plain dealer scholastic excellence
award, east Ohio gas company
award, an honors diploma, and
finally awards for math and science. Oh, and he only finished
with a 4.1 accumulative GPA.
Here on campus Carl is in the
Mechanical Design Club, a
Golden Key International Honour
Society member, a Math 090/095
instructor and a S.M.A.R.T team
leader. Rewards that he has
received here on campus include

the Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives Scholarship,
Multicultural Room Scholarship,
Alumni Book Scholarship, and an
Academic Excellence Award. He
is currently holding down a 3.5
GPA. Carl recently won the " Mr
Blu Magic Pageant," earning a
$250 scholarship. His short term
goal is to receive a Bachelor's
Degree in Mechanical Design
Technology, and a Math Minor
upon graduation. His long term
outlook is to become a full time
employee at the NASA Glenn
Research Center, for he is

presently a part time one. He also
plans to earn his Master's degree
in Mechanical Engineering. After
achieving his academic and
career goals he hopes to buy a
home, get married, and continue
to help raise his three year old
daughter Alexus Arianna Sandifer
that he is crazy about. Sandifer
believes that his fellow students
can get the most out of their college experience by putting business before pleasure while still
remaining involved in extracurricular activities.

Bachelor of Arts degree in communications and a minor in
Africana Studies upon graduating
from the University of South
Florida. Following graduation she
began her career in Student
Affairs at USF. Now that she is at
BGSU she is enrolled in our higher ed. Doctoral program. Her
decision to come to BG was
based upon the good reputation
of the faculty and their higher ed
program.
Between now and the next five
years she plans to achieve her
ph.d and establish a leadership
academy for girls. Furthermore;
she wishes to live in a warmer climate closer to her family working
in a position that assists young
adults in achieving their educational goals. Clark enjoys working
on college campuses but remains
open to other job settings. The
advice that Clark would like to
give students is to refrain from
complaining. Her reason for this
statement comes after she had a

chance to visit a university in
Benin West Africa over the summer. "The university of Benin
does not have a student union
and barely has a library." She
believes that students should not
take it for granted that they have
the chance to earn a college
degree." Strive for academic
excellence, get involved in student organizations, interact with
faculty and staff, and find mentors
on campus to assist you." She
believes everyone should set
goals and form a plan to achieve
them.
Outside of work and school
Clark spends her time shopping,
constantly building her library of
black literature, collecting buttons,
African American history books
and video tapes. She is also a
serious football fan when I visit
her office we often discuss the
sport. Her favorite teams are the
Miami Dolphins and The
University of South Florida's
team, Clark's heroes include

African American men women
and children who survived the
"middle passage." Other people
who she considers heroes are
Jesus, Mary Mcleoud Bethune,
Frederick Douglas, MLK,
Condoleeza Rice, and Maxine
Waters.
On a personal note I met
Renee Clark when I was a freshman. I started out here in the
Upas program and was a student
in her Univ 100 course and she
was my advisor as well. We
always talked after class and
when I would go and visit her for
my appointments. She has
become a mentor to me over the
past year and I am very thankful
for that because she has provided
a lot of helpful insight and encouragement as I am sure she does
for others and will continue to do
as long as she remains here at
BG. Now I leave you with the
words that most inspire her:"
With God all things are possible"

ther knowledge and opportunity.
For the involved members
of LSU this establishment and
growth of opportunity for area
Latino students is the primary
goal of their High School
BG
Program. Appropriately named,
this program is an expanding
facet at Bowling Green High
School. The program was born in
the fall semester of 2001 at the
concern of Micaela Aguilera, a
Spanish teacher at BGHS at the
time. According to program coordinator, senior Marco Antonio
Gutierrez, "She noticed the large
number of Latinos that were going
to Vocational school instead of
remaining at BGHS. She was
concerned as to why so many of
»
the students chose this direction
so she checked it out and found
that the accumulated Latino population of the school had a D+
grade average." With this discovery, Aguilera contacted LSU on
campus in hopes that a
tutoring/mentoring program could
be initiated. Gutierrez adds, "She
felt that if they could see Latinos
who are succeeding in college
they may be inspired to do better."
-One Step at a TimeHer sentiment was correct
By: Molly Wagener
because now the program has
inspired the grades 9-12 students
I invite you to take a breath- involved in LSU's High School
-in the midst of the finals Program to create their own sort
bustle and rush to replenish of club called LIFE (Latinos In Full
your minds with the inspira- Effect) that very much mirrors
tional action of LSU (Latino LSU. Perhaps this is the most
[Student Union) and their High inspirational development that
School Program initiative. While it LSU's involvement at BGHS has
[is quite easy for college students brought about because upon their
to lose themselves in the havoc of arrival LSU members met a share
projects and exam schedules, of apathy and alienation in the
there is also a sense of overlook- students. However, the time that
ing the reason why we are experi- the 10-15 LSU volunteers, five of
encing this time of stress and wrap which put in weekly mentoring/
up: each student that is present at tutoring hours, has panned out.
this university had the initiative Now, about half of BGHS high
and encouragement to pursue fur- school participants of LSU's men-

LSU
HIGHSCHOOL
PROGRAM

toring program are a pivotal part
of the approximately 70 members
who make up the LIFE program.
The establishment of LIFE at
BGHS has helped to create a
sense of pride in Latino students.
They now have an official forum
through which they can express
this pride. Gutierrez spoke of the
funding the group will receive next
school year and also spoke of
some of the accomplishments of
the group which span marching in
the BGHS homecoming parade,
making organizational t-shirts and
planning an event similar to LSU
sponsored event, Latinopalooza.
"As far as success we feel
we have been successful in lifting
the self-esteem of the students,"
shares Gutierrez. "I have personally seen individuals who are
more committed this year than
they were last year to their academics." One such student he
spoke of, Jose, simply stated at
the first meeting of LIFE in
September of 2002, that he was
not going to "end up serving fries
at Burger King." This particular
student had shown no interest in
the tutoring program or academic
progress a year prior. Gutierrez
elaborates, "The most amazing
thing about Jose taking the initiative to speak was that he was one
of the most apathetic kids last
year..."
While there are no figures as to
how the general GPA of Latino
students has improved there is
definite evidence of improvement
in the attitude of Latino students
at BGHS—in the birth of LIFE.
The High School Program is really quite youthful itself and there is
much more time for further mentoring and involvement between
the two groups at the high school
and college level. Gutierrez
expresses that to be a future goal
of LSU—to perhaps initiate a sort

of mentor program that pairs an
incoming freshman at BGHS with
a freshman at the college. In the
meantime, LSU members
involved in this program continue
to take one step at a time with
weekly tutoring and providing of
moral and emotional support to
their mentees. Gutierrez summed
up the importance of this program
very appropriately with personal
insights. He too had attended a
primarily white dominated school
and had little motivation or drive
and felt a great sense of alienation. "I just want to show these
kids that they are not dumb and
they can succeed at what ever
they want to do if they commit
themselves." Moreover, on part
of the LSU group he emphasizes,
"We feel it is our obligation, being
minorities who are succeeding, to
help out our young brothers and
sisters who are having a hard
time."
Therefore, while the urge to completely give up college altogether
may interject itself into our minds
these coming weeks, perhaps the
urge to be grateful should consume us a bit more heavily. Or at
the very least patience.
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823 Starr Ave.
East Toledo
(419)691-6715
www.jukls.com
jukls@jukls.com
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WBGU FM 88.1 HAS A NEW FLAVA 4 YA EAR
Rezell Simmons (host) "N.Y.C.E." and David Shelborne (co-host) "NATTI"
A collabo of Cincinatti and Detroit Create a new sound on campus
(interview done by Bridgette Thomas)
Q : How did you guys end up hosting ?
N.Y.C.E- "I started on the air with the Justice League here at BG with Billy Ingram and J BoBo. They helped me develop my talent and get my show."
NATTI- "Z started asking me last year."
Q : Do you receive pay or do you simply perform tor the experience and the pub?
N.Y.C.E.- "This is what I want to do lor a living so I'm doing this tor the experience and in
order to develop talent and creativity."
NATTI- "Naw, no pay I strictly do this tor tun."
Q : Does it ever feel like hard work?
N.Y.C.E.- "I take this seriously and I have a dedication to it so I work hard. Today I was sick
and heard Dave doing the show by himself, I wanted to run to the station cause that's my passion. I
don't even care if anybody is listening, it's just the feeling of and opportunity to be on the air."
NATTI- "It's truly fun, no hardwork."
Q : What are your goals as far as the music business and Natti do you wish
To venture into the business ?
N.Y.C.E.- "I already have my foot in the door with things I do now. But I wanna go into (A&R)
artist development, sign artists, air personality.or possibly even become a video jock a VJ.
NATTI- "Naw, just a college thing but I will probably do it at UC. Once I transfer after this
semester."
Q : While listening I noticed that you play a pretty good mix ol music, do you have a
Playlist or do you play what you want?
N.Y.C.E- "From a radio station in Detroit. I don't have to edit nothing. Since the music is
clean I can play unreleased tracks off of albums."
NATTI- "Basically we play what we want or sometimes I get stuff of my computer.
Q : Is there a set format as far as topics for each radio show ?
N.Y.C.E.- "We talk about everything from porn stars to something.that might be going on on
campus and whatever else is entertaining."
NATTI- "Naw, just off of the top of our heads, current topics on campus.and if we feel nasty
or what not then that's what we talk about."
Q : What would you say 2 people who might have a problem with your topics and
think that you should use your power to talk about politics and issues?
N.Y.C.E- "Listen to somebody else, my show, I talk about what I want, listen to the Justice
League they deal with issues."
NATTI- "Those people should volunteer their own time and get their own show."
O : Is this a one year deal or will you continue next year?
N.Y.C.E.- "I want to host more than once a week. I just got the show for Mondays to be
strictly Hip Hop."
NATTI- 'Transferring but I plan to continue it in Cinci.
Q : Do either of you work with any other stations ot do anything else with the
Music industry?"
N.Y.C.E.- "I work with WJLB FM 98 in Delroit. I do street promotions lor record labels."
NATTI- "Naw"
Q : Who in the music business would you model yourself after or do you look up to?
N.Y.C.E.- "P.Diddy is a genius and Gotti"
NATTI- "Damon Dash, Russell Simmons, and Jay-Z"
Q : What trends do you see coming up in the music industry for the future?
N.Y.C.E.- "Down south is blowin up, we in the |iggy era where it's not about lyrics but your
style and crowd delivery. Lyrics will probably come back though. Neo soul rap will get bigger later."
NATTI- "A lot more bands and old school sampling."
SO IF YOU DON'T HAVE CLASS OR YOU SKIP IT, LISTEN TO THE SHOW
/
MONDAYS FROM 4-6PM ON 88.1 !

Rated by the Obsidian staff
Missy Elliot- " Under Construction "

COP IT !

Craig David- "Slicker Than Your Average" COP IT !
Dru Hill - " Dru World Order"

COP IT !

Busta Rhymes - " It Ain't Safe No More"....COP IT!
Dave Hollister - " Things In Da Game Done
Changed "...COP IT!
Gerald Levert - " G Spot"

DROP IT !
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"Takeover" vs. "Ether"
out of 35 students
10= "Takeover"
25= "Ether"

Happy Holidays
From the
Obsidian!

The Commer0ialism of Christma$
After we've carved our
Thanksgiving
turkeys, and
November has
begun to close out
we, as Americans begin to make
a conscience effort to prepare for
December's Christmas holiday.
Whether it be seleting and decorating "Christmas Trees" or ransacking the malls for gifts, many
of us enjoy the "holiday spirit" and
celebration that resounds in the
background as Christmas day
approaches. Caught up in the celebration, did you ever stop to
think just what you were celebrating? Think about it this way, if
Christmas is a holiday that takes
its roots from the day Jesus
Christ was born, how in the world
did Christmas transcend into such
a commercialized holiday solely
based in excessive gift giving,
round-bellied Santa Clauses,
elves and reindeers?
Even today, as we make gradual steps closer and closer to
Christmas day, people nationwide fall victim to the buying of
Santa Claus paraphernalia, tree
ornaments, gift wrapping, tape,
bows, wreathes, "Christmas
lights," artificial trees and so many
more items on the market. All of
which are commercialized to ideally "aide" in the nurture of the
'Christmas spirit." But do they
really? According to Raymond Hill
, Senior at Bowling Green State
University,

"Christmas has become
nothing more than the
greatest GIMMICK for millions at this time of the
year."

In reflection upon the sacredness
of Christmas, Jesus Christ
received only three gifts, was
born in manger and stayed the
night in a barn-like structure.
There was no Santa Claus. There
were no reindeers. There weren't
even any elves. Just Jesus, his
family and his closest friends,
together in love and celebration,
cherishing the time they had
together. Everyone should do his
or her homework on the issue. As
expressed by Jay Johansen an
online editorialist, "The exact day
of the birth of the Christ child's
birth has never been pinpointed.
Traditions say that it has been
celebrated since the year 98 AD.
In 350 AD Bishop of Rome, Julius
the I chose December 25th as the
observance of Christmas." And
even then, solemn feasts, not
material gifts, were the foundation
for the day's design.
Nevertheless, through money
scheming, corporate greed and
human naivete, the tides have A
changed.
AI
And Easter, like
fl
Christmas, also bears the '•A
brunt of such commer- Jm
cialization. Instead of A\
having the media illuminate the basis for ■->■:
the Christian holiday,
which is rooted in the
celebration of the
Resurrection of Jesus
Christ, it has become a
conglomeration of solid
and hollow milk chocolates, Big pink Bunnies
and Easter Egg Hunts.
All of which, could not be
connected by no means
to the Resurrection of the
Christian Savior. Once

again, society preying on citizen's
excitement creates yet another
commercialized holiday market to
gain money.
The "Holiday spirit" no
longer revolves around ones
thankfulness and familial togetherness, but rather is based upon
how many lights are on your tree
and how many gifts are beneath
it. And although, I wholeheartedly
celebrate Christmas Day, inclusive of holiday shopping and tree deco- —
rating, in addition
to celebrating
Easter Day,
A
inclusive of AM
Easter Egg AM
Hunt par-^B
ticipat- AM
ing,
dm

and Am

receiving Easter Baskets, I try not
to forget the true reasons for eacr
season.
Editorial by
Heather Crosby
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Ode to the Union
By: Ryan Leary
Everyday we pay homage to our beloved
Union.
Oh the Union,
A place where Unique Nations Interlude On
Nights and days
Oh the Union,
Enter through the glass doors by the bookstore
Or by Mac enter down the stairs
Either welcomed with open arms
Or snickered with blank stares;
Even with open arms that
Loving embrace can be replaced
With jealousy and hate
Because of he said/she said shit.
Sayin' you ain't nothin' and are incapable ot
doing this.
I'm tired ot walking through
and eyes follow me
As if I am the ghost
Of Tupac Shakur or the Notorius B.I.G.
Or maybe the ghost of Dr. Martin Luther King
'Cause he had a dream
But how as a people can we live out his dream
When we constantly hate and degrade
Each others name
Putting all of us to blame
Making our culture feel a shame;
I can't even enjoy a decent meal
Without having to deal with fake
'What up gurl' or hatin' 'hellos'
And the next thing I know
From your mouth there is a reference
Of my name and fake bitch in the same
sentence.
Oh the Union,
The breeding ground for drama and gossip
Taikm' about he said/she said and everybody
and they mama;
Rather than focusing on an education and
their grades
They prey on others in order to degrade
A young black aspiring from his or her status
quo

What devious truths to twist that causes lies
And havin' others refered to as 'no good niggas' and 'dumb ass hoes.'
Oh the Union,
A place where we can unite
Rather we harbor words that lead to
Lies, words filled with deception
Saying this is a lesson they
Need to learn
Who are you to teach them a lesson
Those who are chosen shall receive their
blessing.
Brothas become frustrated
Because their game has been
Revealed or hated
So as he chills in the Union, it
Soon becomes a Hellish anger zone.
Words formulate and are passed
And the next thing you know
The Union is nothing but housing
A ridiculous and extreme game of telephone.
Oh the Union,
To unite us all
As a people we can congregate
Instead of upliftin' we'd rather hate
And point fingers of blame
Of who is to shame
So realize the next time you put your bag
down
And decide to pull up a chair
Beware of the twisted truths that peruse
Through your ears
Be cautious of the inferno stares and don't
read too deep
'Cause they're judging by what they've heard
Or claim they've seen
Just focus on your plate
Ignore the ideas of treason and disputin'
Remember try not to get caught up,
But then again
You are at The Union.
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Consceince Awakening
From the valley of the deep
Where the courage of man is bequeathed,
Stands a solider;
A revolution in one that never sleeps.
With the power to raise a nation,
Family divided forcing limitless determination,
False visions of freedom realization anticipating,
A king in heart but no ties to royal relations.
With a physical state beaten and broken down,
Knees banging the earth but still he remains tall,
Mind and spirit flows free and unbound.
Despite them trying to strip him dry to expose the emptiness of it all.
The struggle continues to keep the determination of his
faith.
Blood and sweat pours as he mediates of a meek mind
putting everything at stake.
He refuses showing any sign of being weak,
Knowing in that one moment he will loose the foundation
beneath his feet.
He finally looses focus and sees an escape that is clearly
evident;
Six feet under will set him free from culture restraints and
imprisonment.
Within that last second of his life his soul pleads for intervention in the highest ranking,
GOD hears his the call and proceeds with the vanquishing.
The man becomes awakened to see no enemies,
No obstacles, no slavery and no boundaries.
In that one man's eye hope survived for the rise of his
nation;
A black man even through demise with GOD royal blood
flows through his circulation.

By: Michael Goggins

M.*t/iMJI
Black Men

, A divine being

So I'm seeing, Cultures copy your style, claim it as their own,
Yet slant their eyes when you walk by
I see them They steal your language, spew your thoughts,
then talk down to you for saying the things they ought
I hear them say you have no hope,
That you're Not capable of succeeding, they say your violent creatures
Incapable of reading, speaking, secreting intellect, self respect
A defamed being
Not seeing you, for the JEWEL you truly are, the Brightest Star
Celestial Body
Physical eloquence
Classical music
Melody of the finest key
Royalty to the highest degree
Instead of Black Men, Ebony Kings'is what your new name should
be,
Don't be scared to claim your throne
Sole proprietors of this land, America you own
Earth conquered by your feet, wind submerged beneath your wings
Opportunity is abundant, let Providence propel your destiny
Take a chunk of conquest ownership
For by your sweat America exists
While America shines from sea to shining sea
Please believe, that without you, there would be no society,
mere creative sobriety
societal stagnation
Fellas don't reside in an idle spaces, Release the inner pain your
heart is harboring, Our struggle relies on you.
For when you cease to exhale, America receives no oxygen
It Can't breathe, can't conceive the notion that Black Men
Are God sent, with time spent talent evident, future negates a limit
Limitless, you'll shine
After your character you've defined,
So Feel empowered as we approach the final hour,
Now is the time
For your internal strength, courage and wisdom defies all colorlines.
Tokens, the unspoken chokeholds for our peoples progress
Pawns in America's chess, Black versus white
See the light, heed the call... Be productive
Or simply do not produce at all
Because idle minds contribute only to our unified stall
Heavy hall, light fall, permanent pause,
Detached claws of a dream to determination
Strength, Courage and Wisdom, we have them, Let's use them!
You are too talented to stand motionless

To charismatic to throw away timeless skills,
You're too strong to be weakend, and too dignified to but deals
Other men can't touch you,
Know that they could never tarnish the gold of your brazen figures,
Or remove the strength of your brassy fingers, from lawyers to
singers
You're made of that good stuff, Golden, not plated, but rather 14
carat
So don't be surprised when store owners stare at you
When you enter stores, when you sit in stands
Millennium game plan:
Next time your eyes meets their fixed glance,
Pick up a book, stroke the pages with your hand,
Get real close in their face, for as long as they can stand
Then in the deepest voice you can muster,
tell them you're an educated Black man
Tell them beware, for your dangerous when loose and mentally set
free.
Be sure to tell them, you travel in gangs,
All armed with education of the finest decree.
Now Fellas, Be prepared, I'm sure your counterparts will shriek in
dispair
For once again,
you've made it up another one of
Langston Hughes's "Crystal Stairs."
Let me say it again, for repetition is key to learning,
As I say these words, your conscience should be burning,
And your soul should be yearning to lead.
For they say you have no hope, not capable of succeeding, they
say you're violent creatures, incapable of reading, speaking, secreting intellect, and self respect, What they call you is a defamed
being
Not seeing you for the priceless jewel you truly are,
the world's Brightest Star
Daily, Keep that in the back of your mind,
Stop... think about it... play it forward then rewind:
Playing it over and over will drive your soul,
Theoretically your heads are of the larger
So Fill it with as much knowledge as it can hold
Black man, you may be only human,
Yet you are still A mere mortal success
The Black Cultural stronghold
Irreplaceable fortress
By Heather Crosby
g^^
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the Struggle for
JUSTICE
the Aftermath of the Cincinnati Riot's
student Ryan Leary shares Insight
It has been nearly two years
since the 2001 Rtote In Cincinnati. An
explosion of protests that escalated to
shrieks and cries of Injustice soon was
broadcasted over every form of media In
the United States- Over the paet 5 years
14 young black men, including a 12 year
old, were murdered by white officers. On
Ine night of April 0,2001, a young black
man name Timolhy Thomas was shot and
killed by Officer Steven Roach. Timothy
Thomas had 14 warrants out for his arrest
due to unpaid parking tickets and failure
lo appear m court. On that night, Thomas
was chased down a dead end alley and
.vas cornered by Officer Roach. Roach
claimed that Thomas reached in his sweat
pants to what he believed to be a gun.
However, after the lire was shot, Thomas
•vas killed instantly. When his body was
recovered there was no gun found at the
scene ol the crime. After the death of
Timolhy Thomas was announced to the
public, me anger, pain, hate and oriejL
broke free and the war on injustice m
waged. The riots lasted lor about 4 days
and the city of Cincinnati was placed on a
Durfew from io p.m. to ? a.m. In order to
ight lor justice, the United Black Front
held a large peaceful protest about the
deaths ol these African American males.
However, Cincinnati officers shot rubber

Happy Holidays
and
Good Luck on
finals.
Come back ready to
kick it on January 17
with the Ladies of
Delta Sigma Theta at
the Icebreaker.
The Ladies or Delia Sigma Theta
Fpsiion Ormcron Chapter

African Americans
should still be concerned with the

AIDS virus

bullets and bean bags Into us, as we
protested lor what was rightfully ours, jusAccording to the Center
tice. For the past year or so, more and
For Disease Control African
more entertainers have cancelled appearAmerican's account for 292,522
ance in the city of Cincinnati due to the
cases reported. African
boycott lead by the United Black Front.
The goal of the boycott is to make the city Americans make up 12% of the
pay for its negligence by hurting downUnited States population and yet
town Cincinnati economically. The United
African Americans account for
Black Front asked entertainers to protest
38% of all AIDS cases reported.
and boycott their appearances in
Cincinnati until the demands of the Front For African American women
were met. These entertainers included
ages 25-44 back in 1999 it was
comedians such as Whoopi Goldberg and the third leading cause of death
BUI Cosby, jazz musician Wynton
and now presently it is the leadMarsala, rapper LIlBow Wow. Soon the
orty of Cincinnati began to sutler economi- ing cause of death for this age
cally and emotionally. During the month group. Amongst women in generof July, Cincinnati hosts the largest con- al reported as having AIDS twocert event 6i the mid west known as the thirds are African American
COOTS Light Jazz Festival. It is a three
women. Injection from drug use
day event of music, food, venders, jazz
and gospel music. However, Coors Light has been found to account for
participated fri the boycott since the Aprii 41% of cases amongst African
Riots of 2001. This 3 day event brings In American women. Thirty -eight
about 4.3 million doBars. All together the percent of cases amongst African
city ha* tost 8.6 million dollars,As of
American women comes from
today, protests are still held and it bares a
striking resemblance to the protest ol the unprotected sex. Many women
have contracted the disease from
1960s struggle, in October, at October
Fest. protesters protested the event,
the exchange of sex for drugs
ignorant participants and spectators of the and from having sex with drug
festival threw beer and alcohol on the prousers.
testors. One man commented, "Don't
you niggers tjat H, you'll never win."
What is HIV? The letters
The struggle continues in Cincinnati
because the city allows the KKK or the stand for Human
Ku Klux Klan bum •' cross in downImmunodeficiency Virus. The first
town Cincinnati for Christmas.
signs of the virus appeared in the
However, we. the black youth, can not
United States in 1981. The main
hold a discussion with the olty council
members and ask questions about the sit- effect of the virus is that it
uation
destroys the immune system's
of Cincinnati's struggle. A6 a Cincinnati ability to fight disease. What is
native, I continue to fight for what m nghtAids? HIV turns into AIDS and
fuliy guaranteed, to live without problems,
The Center For Disease Control
out fear, to live and live
defines it as people who have
fewer than 200 positive T-Cells
per cubic millimeter of blood.
Once this occurs individuals

infected are considered to be in
the most advanced stages of the
disease.
Once an individual has
contracted the virus it may not
appear in adults for up to ten
years. In New born babies it may
not appear for up to two years.
Some people do experience
symptoms right away. Symptoms
that one may experience with HIV
are: lack of energy, weight loss,
fevers and sweats, frequent yeast
infections, skin rashes or flaky
skin, pelvic inflammatory disease
in women that does not respond
to treatment, short term memory
loss. Some people even develop
herpes, hemroids and shingles.
When AIDS sets in, infected persons may experience some or all
of coughing, shortness of breath,
seizures, lack of coordination,
painful swallowing, mental trouble, persistent diarrhea, fever,
vision loss, cramps, vomiting,
weight loss, fatigue, headaches,
and Coma. There is no cure for
AIDS but a current drug has beer
given credit for reducing the number of deaths. The name of this
drug is HAART. HAART reduces
the amount of virus circulating in
the blood to sometimes almost
undetectable levels.
BE INFORMED,
KNOW THE FACTS,
& PROTECT YOURSELF.
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Why we Loved
the 6th Annual
KWANZAA

Celebration

Kwanzaa Defined:
Kwanzaa is a unique African American celebration with
focus on the traditional African values of family, community responsibility, commerce, and self-improvement.
Kwanzaa is neither political nor religious and despite
some misconceptions, is not a substitute for Christmas.
It is simply a time of reaffirming African-American people, their ancestors and culture. Kwanzaa, which means
"first fruits of the harvest" in the African language
Kiswahili, has gained tremendous acceptance. Since its
founding in 1966 by Dr. Maulana Karenga, Kwanzaa has
come to be observed by more than 18 million people
worldwide, as reported by the New York Times. When
establishing Kwanzaa in 1966, Dr. Karenga included an
additional "a" to the end of the spelling to reflect the difference between the African American celebration
(kwanzaa) and the Motherland spelling (kwanza).

Celebrate Kwanzaa!
St It was dedicated to the Black men of BG.
4*. The food was GREAT! Kudo's to Dining Services!
Ufr The seven principles were presented by all Black men, who
^p-gave wonderful speeches.
The host was great!
SB: There was a raffle of many gifts.
££& President Sidney Ribeau attended and spoke.
• The performences were entertaining and the performers were
talented.
St The finale- a slide show of all of the black men on campus,
^^ added a personal touch to the program.

a

There were hostess' waiting to seat everyone.
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A six month study conducted by BET showed
Colombus, Ohio to be the best city for blacks to live in.
This was based on communities, poverty rates,
Infant mortality rates, graduation rates, home ownership,
Unemployment rates, teen pregnancy, and crime rates throughout
The city.

Author and poet Maya Angelou is currently leading a
Campaign entitled "More Unalike" it calls off people to
Lead sessions in schools and in their communities to
Fight stereotypes and racial profiling by educating people
On the ignorance of the two.
The ten most segregated cities in
The U.S. are currently Philly, Chicago, N.Y.,
Buffalo, N.J., St. Louis, Cleveland, Detroit, and
Milwaukee.

Philadelphia Sixers point guard Allen
Condoleeza Rice is the
Iverson has been saying
first African
That he fears the Philadelphia police
Israeli David Sternberg age 24 was arrested last week for
American woman to
are out to get him
hacking into U.S. F.B.I, files and stealing 80,000 credit
have the position of
Caught up in a case. He has even
cards.
national security
gone as far as to say
advisor to the presiHe fears for his life.
dent. She is urging
people to support the
An ice storm has 400,000 residents of Raleigh
The Center For Disease Control reported on
war
North
Carolina
Monday that 197
Effort and in fact
believes we should go without power. Governor Michael Easley is ask- Passengers and 15 crew members of the cruise
ing president
ship Oceana
to war.
Bush to declare his state a federal disaster area
Have come down with a viral illness. Carnival's
due to the cost of cleanup.
fantasy and
Disney's Magic cruises also experienced the same
problems
The University of
And
had
to
cut cruises short.
Robert Ward age 32 of Charleston West Virginia
Georgia has stated
sur
vived
that ever since their
In his car for a week after it went off road into a
affirmative action
ditch by
program was outEighty percent of British smokers, seventy percent
Eating packets of ketchup, burning paper, and
lawed that their new
of Netherlands,
•
melting snow
program is working
France, and Germany, fifty- five percent in Belgium
For water. He suffered a broken hip and frost bitbetter. Their new
and Spain, and
ten toes.
Program consists of
Sixty percent in U.S. said they'd rather give up sex
setting up recruitment
for a month rather
A group of researchers hired by the Board of
offices in minority
than cigarettes for a month.
Regents in Georgia, say they know what facneighborhoods.
tors are keeping Black men out of the
They have experistate's colleges and universities -- low expecenced a slight
Senate majority leader Trent Lott aopologized for his
tations, a preference for sports over academics,
increase in minority
statement made that "when Strom Thurmond ran for
poor preparation, and lack of confidence.
students
president, if the rest of the country would have followed
his lead and voted for him the country wouldn't
Posted August 13, 2002- On the latest DJ Kay Slay mix-CD, West
have
the problems it does today. Thurmond ran
Coast OG Snoop Dogg has issued a new, scathing dis to Suge Knight
under a political party that stood for the segregation
and the roster of Tha Row Records. The song, "Pimp Slap," also jabs
of the races.
at Kurupt and onetime ally Xzibit. "The bully needs to get checked. It's
long overdue," Snoop told BET.com, "F**k Suge Knight for real."
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